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DscoopPhoenix

We are excited you have joined us for the “Imagine”
experience. This event is a collaboration of dreamers,
leaders, innovators and disruptors. The next few
days are designed for you to imagine all of the
possibilities available for your business, to cultivate
new relationships and knowledge specific to your
interests in the print industry and to have some fun.
Now in its 12th year, Dscoop continues to forge a path
in the marketplace. While nurturing the knowledge
that has brought us all this far, our community
is committed to creating a future of bold
innovation and successful campaigns. From
the top creative brands to the individuals
that spark a new direction, the lineup of
speakers, tech leaders and companies
available to you during the conference are
all here to openly share ideas, methods and
new technology.
If you have any questions about Dscoop, please do
not hesitate to reach out to me or any of our board
members. Enjoy Phoenix and immerse yourself in
all the conference has to offer!
Warm Regards,

Kathy Wise
Dscoop Conference Chair
President, DME Delivers

General Information
Admission
Please wear your badge
to all Dscoop events. No
one will be permitted
access to the Imagine
Technology Showcase,
educational sessions or
receptions without their
official conference badge.
Color coding on the
badge denotes different
types of attendees.

Registration Hours
Located in the Phoenix
Convention Center
Foyer/Pre-Function
of the North Building.

Companion
Registration
Traveling with a companion? For the registration
fee of $299, they can
join you for the Imagine
Technology Showcase
Opening Reception on
Thursday evening, and at
the Dscoop Celebration
on Friday evening. If you
have not already registered your companion,
please visit the registration desk to do so.

Friday, March 3rd
7:00 am - 5:00 pm

Tuesday, February 28th
2:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Wednesday, March 1st
7:00 am - 8:00 pm
Thursday, March 2nd
7:00 am - 6:00 pm

Imagine Technology
Showcase Hours
Located on the third
floor of the Phoenix
Convention Center
North Building.
Thursday, March 2nd
10:45 am - 8:30 pm
Friday, March 3rd
9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Imagine
Technology
Showcase
Opening Reception

Sponsored by

Join us in the Technology Showcase, a new
area with never before shared technology
that can improve your business offerings.
You will enjoy food, drinks and mingling with
the innovation disrupters and leaders in the
marketplace. An event you won’t want to miss!

DscoopPhoenix

First Aid/EMT
First Aid can be found
on the third floor in the
back of the Imagine
Technology Showcase by
the women’s restroom.

ATMs
ATMs can be found at the
main entrance to both the
West and North Buildings
off 3rd Street.
Security
Security offices are not
located on the premise,
but there will be security
officers located throughout the convention center.
If you need to contact
their dispatch office,
please call 480-263-0294.
Lost and Found
Lost and Found will be
located at Registration.

Dscoop
Celebration

Sponsored by

Phoenix Convention Center
North Building, North Ballroom
Friday, March 3
8:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Phoenix Convention Center, Level 3
Thursday, March 2
6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
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Badge Colors
Dscoop Members
Companions
HP Employees
Partners
Dscoop Guests
Press/Media
Staff
One Day Pass

The rhythm and blues, soul and Memphis
infused sounds of Jim Belushi and the Sacred
Hearts will fill the ballroom in a spectacular
concert atmosphere. Jim Belushi will get you
moving, dancing and laughing as you enjoy
food and drinks and the lively spirit
of the conference.

Keynote Speakers

Billy Beane

Doug Lipp

Oakland A’s General Manager

Moneyball: The Art of
Winning an Unfair Game

Billy Beane is the man behind
Moneyball, the subject of the film
starring Brad Pitt. Beane revolutionized professional baseball by using
advanced player analytics to build
the A’s into perennial playoff contenders — beating teams that had
payrolls 10 times their size. He will
share how to use data and analytics
so you can compete at any level.

John Foley

Former Head of
Disney Training Institute

Former Blue Angel Pilot

The Magic of Imagine:
Unleashing Creativity

Is it time to bust wide open the creativity in your organization? This is
your opportunity to step back, gain
perspective, and build a winning
game plan. Lipp provides seven
absolutes for unleashing the power
of your organization’s imagination.
Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Building HighPerformance Teams

Imagine piloting a fighter jet at
speeds of more than 500 miles per
hour and in formations as close as
18 inches apart. John and his team
relied on a culture of high trust and
leadership that turned inherently
unforgiving flight into extraordinary
experiences. He will motivate you
and your team to reach for their
highest potential and sustain excellence under dynamic change.
Sponsored by

Featured Speakers

Alon Bar-Shany
General Manager
Indigo, HP Inc.

Alon Bar-Shany has long
been known as one of the
thought leaders in digital
print. As he travels the world
and connects with customers and brands, he has the
ability to see the future of
the printing industry with a
different perspective.

Stephen Nigro
President of
3D Printing, HP Inc.

Stephen Nigro will
discuss the role of 3D
printing in the next
industrial revolution.
HP’s innovation and
what needs to happen to
accelerate adoption as
we move from prototyping
to production.

Sponsored by

Charlie Williams
and Brad Boskovic
DigiWrap Founders

Developing their own
patented process to print
personalized tissue paper
and spin it off as a new
company called DigiWrap,
these two will talk about
their experiences of building their brand and their
time on Shark Tank.

Eric Wiesner

General Manager
PageWide Industrial
HP Inc.
Eric Wiesner will share
his “state of the industry”
with attendees, including
recent new HP announcements, advancements,
and a view of where
HP PageWide Industrial
is heading.
Imagine
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Imagine Mobile App
Connect with fellow attendees, find sessions of interest and
manage your personalized agenda on the go in real time through
the Dscoop Phoenix, Imagine app. The app is available for iOS and
Android devices, including tablets and phones. Choose your version.
Install the fully featured iOS or Android app, or use the web
app with your browser. Log in using the email address with which
you registered for the conference.
Note: The app is called “myDscoop.” Once installed and opened,
within it, you’ll be able to access the Dscoop Phoenix, Imagine event
app and set up a profile. Add your photo and information so you
can easily network with other attendees in the app.
KEY FEATURES
Activity Feed
Similar to your Facebook
news feed, keep your finger
on the pulse of the event.
See what people are doing,
view and post photos, find
trending sessions and
topics and comment on
interesting activities.
Agenda
View the full agenda or use
filters to narrow down sessions
of interest. Or, use the keyword
search on the main menu.
Select “My Agenda” to see
your customized agenda.
•T
 ap a session title to
display full information
(abstract, speaker, time,
room, downloads). Tap the
calendar icon with a “+”
to add it to your agenda.
•T
 ap “Activity Feed” to post
a status update or photo.
•E
 valuate the session once
it has concluded.
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Partners
View and search the directory
to find partners of interest.
Attendees
View and search the attendee
directory by name or company.
Speakers
View speaker information
and bios.
Leaderboard
Earn points and unlock
badges as you make the
right moves in the app.
Watch for announcements!
Photo Postcard
Upload photos and pick up
your printed souvenirs in
the Dscoop booth.

You may download
the app using this
QR code or by visiting
DscoopPhoenix.org/app.

8:00 AM – 12:00 PM
ASU Site Visit

10:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Deep Dive
Education Sessions

12:00 PM – 1:00 PM
Lunch (on your own)

1:00 PM – 2:45 PM
Technology Exchange
Education Sessions

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM
General Session
Billy Beane Keynote

5:00 PM – 6:45 PM
Imagination Station

8:30 PM – 10:00 PM
Special Interest
Meet Up Groups

Check the Imagine Mobile
App for more information.

Imagine
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10:00 AM – 12:00 PM
DEEP DIVE SESSIONS
Social Selling Strategies —
Practical Tips to Grow Revenues
SALES & MARKETING

ROOM 221 AB

Labels & Packaging, Large Format,
Commercial Print, Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Linda Bishop, Thought Transformation

What is social selling? Social selling uses
social media to build awareness, create
interest, engage with people and open
revenue-generating conversations with
prospects and customers. Discover how to execute a
social selling strategy in just 10 minutes a day. Learn
what social media platforms work best for your situation,
how to improve your LinkedIn profile and ways to
make new sales. Social media can be used to develop,
maintain and expand relationships with prospects and
customers, but you need to know how to leverage it.

11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
The Key to Business Success:
Leading with Innovation
TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

ROOM 223

Commercial Print
Barbara Pellow, Infotrends

What must your business do today to remain
competitive tomorrow? With the acceleration
of new digital technologies, the answer to this
question is far from simple. Although print
still plays a vital role in today’s communications world, it
is now only one of a multitude of media channels. In the
face of digital disruption, print industry incumbents need to
determine what they must do differently to survive and even
thrive in the future. This session will provide insight into how
to harness disruptive technology.

A Seven Step Plan
for Sales Success
SALES & MARKETING

ROOM 225 B

Large Format, Commercial Print

Customer Journey:
From Trial to Loyalty
SALES & MARKETING

Kate Dunn, Infotrends

ROOM 222 C

Labels & Packaging, Large Format,
Commercial Print, Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial

Today

me to Bcrostarosa

11:08 AM

Bob Crostarosa

me

Join a customer as they go from Googling
a brand to becoming a loyal customer, and
follow the many paths and challenges that
occur on that journey. This session will
cover communication streams that can be used to help
attract new prospects, converting prospects into repeat
customers, getting repeats to become frequent and
ultimately converting them to loyal clients. Worksheets
will be used for developing your own customer journey
and the session includes interactive discussion and
individual and group problem solving.

Mike Jones

Additional Dscoop Items – Hey Bob, Thanks for agreeing to do a session for Dscoop and…

Google Alerts

Google Alert - Flagler Beach – Latest: January 9, 2017

Volusia, Flagler cities approach medical marijuana with caution
Flagler County News - News-Tribune
Reservation
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Did you know that some Print Service
Providers still rely on sales and sales
management practices that worked in the
70s? Sales management plans focus mainly
on revenue generation and not on developing the sales
organization for lasting success. Winning companies
have thorough plans that help them both deliver revenue
expectations and develop the sales organization for long
term success. Attendees will learn the best practices of high
performance sales organizations and a seven step process
for building their own sales management plan.

1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
The Real Variables in
Variable Data Direct Mail
JETCOMM — 1:50 PM – 2:20 PM

This year we welcome the Jetcomm event
to Dscoop Phoenix. Jetcomm is the global
user community of HP PageWide Web Press
customers. Jetcomm sessions will take place in
rooms 227 C and 228 AB.

FEATURED SPEAKER

PageWide Industrial Business
and Future Direction
JETCOMM — 1:00 PM – 1:20 PM

ROOM 228 AB

Eric Wiesner, HP Inc.

Kicking off the fifth Jetcomm event,
HP General Manager & Executive VP of
PageWide Industrial products Eric Wiesner will
share his “state of the industry” with attendees
including recent new HP announcements, advancements, and a
view of where HP PageWide is heading.

A State of the Union Address on
the Progress, Status, and Future
of Production Inkjet Technology
JETCOMM — 1:20 PM – 1:50 PM

ROOM 228 AB

Marco Boer, I.T. Strategies

IT Strategies is the established leader in
gathering market statistics about where
pages are coming from and how the
market adoption of various technologies is
progressing. This is a must-see session for anyone who
has or is considering inkjet, answering critical questions
about where the market is today, what the forecast looks
like, where new applications are migrating, and what new
disruptors could potentially affect us.

Scott Dubois, Pidalia

For too many years printers have been told
“it’s all about the data.” But what does that
really mean, and how does it drive other
factors such as design, copy, and size?
The market opportunities today allow for a collaborative
approach to selling and producing direct mail, a natural fit
for HP PageWide Web Press users. In this 30 minute session
we’ll explore the concept of horizontal data, and how it can
help with segmentation and targeting, as well as review real
world examples of what moves the needle, and the feelings
consumers today have, about direct mail.

Workflow Optimization
and Efficiency
JETCOMM — 2:25 PM – 2:55 PM

JETCOMM — 1:50 PM – 2:20 PM

ROOM 227 C

Marc Johnson, HP Inc.

In this session, successful Jetcomm members
will share their own learnings, best practices,
and tips & tricks for how they have made the
successful transition to inkjet. There will be
ample time for audience Q&A, so bring your questions!

ROOM 228 AB

Pat McGrew, InfoTrends

All of you who run printing businesses have
invested in workflow solutions. Some of your
workflows are more optimized and efficient
than others, but everyone can take in a job,
verify that can print, execute the job and ship it to the
customer. As your businesses grew, you added new machines
and products and experienced new customer requirements.
In most cases, workflows changed, but often at single points
along the workflow. Today a host of new tools and techniques
have emerged that you should be considering to create a
Hyper-Efficient Workflow that saves you money, increases
throughput, and creates an environment where every
touchpoint has a reporting data point.

Technical Changes in Inkjet —
What it Means Now & Into the Future
JETCOMM — 2:25 PM – 2:55 PM

Movers and Shakers:
Development and Execution
of Profitable Applications

ROOM 228 AB

ROOM 227 C

HP PageWide Industrial Product Management Team

This session is all about what’s new — and what’s coming
next — in production inkjet. The HP product management
team will show what HP has been working on — including
what we just showcased at Hunkeler Innovation Days. In
addition to showing what’s next — we want to hear from
you, so bring questions and ideas!

Imagine
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2:00 PM – 2:45 PM
Lead Generation —
New Integrated Programs
Designed to Generate More Print!
TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE

ROOM 224 AB

Joseph Manos, MindFireInc

Regardless if you are the President/CEO or the CFO, this
panel session will help you create marketing programs
that integrate “offline” and “online” channels to deliver
improved results for you and your customers. “In the
latest WhatTheyThink report, printers indicated “helping
customers integrate print and non-print marketing
campaigns” as one of the top areas for new business
growth, so we’ve created a session to coach you on how to
just that! Join us for a fun and interactive session to learn
how you can leverage integrated print and digital marketing
programs to generate leads and revenue for your company,
as well as your customers. We will introduce actual printer
use cases so you can learn from the success of your peers
and will give step-by-step instructions on how to build
your own Lead Generation Program that will produce
consistent print sales all year long. You will walk away
with an actual plan to put in place for your own company,
or a client, immediately.

Give Brands a Boost to
Survive in the Modern Market
TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE

ROOM 221 AB

Mary Ann Geers & Matt Buckley, GPA Specialty Substrates

The landscape of commerce has changed drastically in the
past few years…shopping experiences are rapidly shifting
from brick and mortar destinations to the efficiency that
online shopping offers. So how exactly are successful brands
making an impact and strengthening customer relationships
in the current world of marketing? We have good news for
you: this evolution presents new opportunities to make an
impact. The latest press and substrate advancements have
created exciting ways to extend a brand, and we’ll show
you what they are. Let us introduce you to new ways to
help keep brands – including your own – top of mind with
customers through an array of effective applications.
Get the first look at new ways to bring value to both your
own and your customer’s businesses with custom signage,
décor, packaging, labels, tags, direct mail, and point-ofpurchase displays for every imaginable surface. Armed with
this knowledge, you can keep the brand love alive!
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The Future of
Digital Print Finishing
TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE

ROOM 221 C

Jim Kehring, AB Graphics

Digital print finishing is becoming more automated by
the day. In the short time that Digital Finishing has existed
the process has seen an more embellishments. How can
these items help you in your market? What options does
Digital Finishing truly offer and where is it going?
From simple to complex we’ll cover Digital Finishing and
how you can benefit.

The Merging Moments of Truth —
Embracing the Changing Consumer
Journey Across the Zero (online/
mobile) and First (packaging)
TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE

ROOM 222 AB

Terry Milano & Aaron Mallory, Esko

Mobile and digital technologies have blurred traditional lines
and changed the customer journey forever. A consumer may
touch a product via online, mobile and/or in the store as
part of a single purchasing journey or in a single moment of
time. With the number of SKU’s and consumer touch-points
increasing at a dizzying pace, it’s critical to create a strategy
that aligns physical consumer touch-points at the First
Moment of Truth (typically packaging) and digital touchpoints at the Zero Moment of Truth (online & mobile). In
this session, we will discuss the latest data on these trends,
the challenges they’re creating, and ways brands and their
supply-chain partners can leverage them to strengthen the
brand in order to create a competitive advantage.

Enhance Your Competitive Edge
TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE

ROOM 222 C

TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE

Amit Shvartz, Scodix

This presentation focuses on commercial printers,
publishers, web 2 print, and others, and shows how they
deliver award-winning print products with Scodix. We will
take a closer look at how our customers generate more
profitable business streams, giving them a true ‘competitive
edge.’ We will show how Scodix solutions enable customers
to enter new markets, making unparalleled finishing
accessible to more customers and brands than ever before.
We will also illustrate how using digital enhancement
presses effectively yields more jobs from existing
customers and attracts new brands, plus how our innovative
technology enables our customers to design jobs in ways
they never dreamed possible.

Elevate Your Print —
Specialty Finishing for the
Cutting Edge Printer
TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE

Finishing 4.0;
The Finishing of Things

ROOM 223

Alan McLean, Duplo USA

Margins are shrinking due to increasing competition.
How do you get ahead? There’s been much talk about
specialty printing, specialty finishing, and specialty
substrates as today’s customers want to experience the
touch and feel of the printed product. But there is a lot
of curiosity about equipment costs and how to market
these services to customers as specialty finishing remains
expensive. Alan McLean will speak about how printers can
stay profitable by expanding their offerings and standing
out from their competition.

ROOM 225 B

Andrew Fetherman, Muller Martini North America

As technology evolves in the graphic arts community
the finishing of products is embarking on a new frontier.
Finishing 4.0 is Muller Martini’s offering that will help users
embrace the internet of things concept into fully automated
finished printed products. Take this opportunity to learn
from a true industry pioneer in the field of digital print and
finishing. Mr. Fetherman’s career has traveled throughout
the entire print process. From file to finished product Andy
is a wealth of information that can help you with your
strategy as you travel through the digital print arena. His
experience with real life applications, in the worlds most
demanding applications provides Andy with the experience
to guide you through the complete work flow of digital
technology and finishing.

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Billy Beane

Oakland A’s General Manager
Moneyball: The Art of
Winning an Unfair Game

Imagine
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5:00 PM – 6:30 PM
Imagination Station

Create, Connect and Inspire
IMAGINE TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE – HALL A

This event is full of fun and pure imagination. It will focus on
the spirit of connections, building relationships and giving back.
Connect and create something amazing with other attendees.

5:20 PM – 6:15 PM
Best Practices for
Testing Inkjet Coated Papers
JETCOMM

ROOM 228 AB

Mary Schilling, Schilling Inkjet Consulting

Back by popular demand!
Understanding your print media surface
is the most critical step of any paper
qualification. This has been a continuing hot topic with
HP high speed inkjet customers and by request, this
technical session will be repeated from JetComm 2016.
Print quality expectations are challenging as inkjet print
media coating chemistry is developed to be compatible
with not just one ink chemistry but all of the various
aqueous inkjet chemistry in the industry. Qualifying
inkjet coated media can seem like a daunting task
but, in fact 99% of the time when paper is qualified,
printers are focusing on the wrong things which can
lead to failure. Qualifying inkjet coated papers is not
about printing pictures with generic profiles and press
settings, but controlling the ink, paper and press
setting variables FIRST. It’s creating a sense of peace
between those variables that will determine the final
image quality, reproducible color gamut, smooth solids,
sharpness of text and edges.
Join us for a 55 minute in-depth insight which will
provide step by step best practices and take-a-ways
for creating peace and harmony between the T-Series
printers and inkjet coated paper surfaces.

10 DscoopPhoenix

Digital Transformation
of the Japanese Book Market
Supply Chain
JETCOMM

ROOM 227 C

Kenichi Igarashi,
KADOKAWA Corporation
Giovanni Antonuzzo, Rotomail

KADOKAWA, Japan’s
largest book publisher,
discusses the coming transformation of Japan’s
book market through digitally-printed books. As an
alternative to the traditional book printing model,
publishers in Japan are now investing in digital
presses for production. KADOKAWA envisions a
new industrial ecosystem for publishing that is led
by digital book production.
Part of Kadokawa’s digital investment is the Bronte
Book Solution, an end-to-end publishing production
workflow for print providers, publishers and
distributors. Bronte’s interface enables publishers to
archive books and enter and track their own orders
from upload to job creation to fulfillment.

7:00 AM – 8:00 AM
Fitness Connection

8:00 AM – 9:00 AM
Morning Coffee

9:00 AM – 10:30 AM
General Session
John Foley Keynote

10:45 AM – 8:30 PM
Imagine Technology
Showcase

11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Fireside Chat & Education
Breakout Sessions

12:00 PM – 1:30 PM
Lunch (in Technology Showcase)

1:30 PM – 4:00 PM
Education Sessions

4:15 PM – 5:45 PM
General Session
Doug Lipp Keynote

6:00 PM – 8:30 PM
Imagination Reception

6:00 PM – 7:00 PM
Inkspiration Awards
(in Technology Showcase)

Imagine
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9:00 AM – 10:30 AM
KEYNOTE
SPEAKER

John Foley

Former Blue Angel Pilot
Building HighPerformance Teams

11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Igniting Creativity 365

FIRESIDE CHAT

SALES & MARKETING

Alon Bar-Shany
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

ROOM 221 C

Labels & Packaging, Large Format,
Commercial Print, Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
224 AB

John Van Vleck & Guliz Kavuncouglu,
The Green Room Collective Inc.

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print
Alon Bar-Shany, HP Inc.

Alon Bar-Shany has long been known
as one of the thought leaders in digital
print. As he travels the world and
connects with customers and brands,
he has the ability to see the future of the printing
industry with a different perspective. We offer you
a unique opportunity to hear from the HP Indigo
General Manager.

John and Guliz from The Green Room
Collective will take creativity off its
pedestal and demonstrate simple
but impactful ways you can build your creative muscle so
that you can apply creativity to business everyday.

Tips and Tricks for the
HP Indigo WS6800 Digital Press
OPERATIONS

ROOM 223

Labels & Packaging

The Keys to Marketing Success
SALES & MARKETING

ROOM 222 AB

Labels & Packaging, Large Format, Commercial Print

Monty Faulkner, HP Inc.
Randy Duhaime, Dion Label Printing

Do you have a color management strategy? After this
session you will! We will cover MSP-3D Color, DFE closed loop
profiling, and spot color refinement and which tools to use.

Greg Grdodian, Reach Marketing

Today, your audience wants every
communication to be personalized, timely and
relevant to their needs. Unmet expectations
result in lost sales, lost customers and eventually
lost market share. Rest assured that our webinar, The Keys to
Marketing Success will give you the playbook to exceed your
audience’s expectations. You will learn these five keys:
• Developing a Centralized Database
• Performing Data Hygiene and Enhancement
• Leveraging Augmented Reality
• Lead Nurturing
• Determining Attribution and ROI

12 DscoopPhoenix

11:00 AM - 11:30 AM
Real Life Business Expansion
OPERATIONS

ROOM 226 AB

Labels & Packaging
Amanda Webster, Century Label

Century Label expanded their business
capabilities by including the HP Indigo 8000
Digital Press. Hear how the press has changed
their business and increased their overall
efficiency. With a focus on color, this session will offer greater
insights into how industry leaders are increasing their profits.

11:30 AM – 12:00 PM
Production Optimization/
Management
OPERATIONS

Inkjet Benefits of G7 Methodology
JETCOMM
ROOM 226 AB

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print
Jill Powers and
Diane Rogers, HP Inc.

This session will include tips and
tricks for using the latest HP
Print Production tools to help
managers effectively manage their print operation more
productively and efficiently. Increase visibility and control
of your print environment. Benefits of HP print production
management tools and reports.

Inventory Management:
Why it Matters More Than You Think
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP OPERATIONS

ROOM 225 B

ROOM 228 AB

Mary Schilling, Schilling Inkjet Consulting

Inkjet Benefits of G7 methodology is
about keeping all your devices in a “shared
appearance.” For aqueous inkjet, G7 holds
other benefits for controlling dot gain when
using uncoated, inkjet or primed offset papers. These
papers are made to help the ink dry, but they also have
various rates of absorption, and for aqueous inks, this also
means you will have various dot gain and flow causing lower
image clarity for ½ and ¾ tones. This session will show the
extremely beneficial aspects of adapting G7 methodology
to your high speed aqueous inkjet process. Every marketing
person can sell with confidence they are achieving the
highest image quality and clarity of images while pressmen
can reduce print distractions of mottle and coalescence
issues on press.

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print
Linoy Nesher, HP Inc.

1:00 PM – 2:30 PM

Learn how to maximize your profits and increase your
operational efficiency by learning about best practices
regarding inventory management at your site.

Dieline Creative Event

Running your HP Indigo press efficiently requires having the
sufficient level of supplies at the right moment. In this session
you will hear ideas and suggestions from the HP Indigo
supplies team on effective HP Indigo supplies inventory
management and the impact it can have on your bottom
line. Keeping up with the right inventory and controlling it
using our suggested best practices can improve your bottom
line and make your operation much more efficient. It also
prevents leakages into the black market which can affect your
business as well. Learn how to keep your shipping costs at a
minimum and other important tips.

The Art of Possibilities: Connecting
JETCOMM

ROOM 227 C

Michelle Weir, HP Inc.

BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

ROOM 231 A

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print,
Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Andrew Gibbs, The Dieline
Nancy Janes, HP Inc.

Dscoop is hosting the Dieline + HP pop-up event during
Dscoop Phoenix, giving attendees a focused track
dedicated to packaging as a part of the consumer
experience. The Dieline Conference offers insightful,
invaluable content that will give your work the cutting
edge it needs to thrive in an ever-changing industry.
Sessions will cover emerging changing consumer behavior,
new technologies and printing techniques, consumer
engagement, and packaging personalization. All Dscoop
attendees are also welcome to attend alongside leading
designers and brand owners.

As the market leader for delivering world class
technology, HP is working with publishers to
provide unparalleled innovation that unlocks
the value of a new digital ecosystem, using
HP’s new cloud services platform, Voodoo. Voodoo connects
the dots, enabling both the publishers and printers to
actively engage in new opportunities, and expand the reach
of their offerings by unlocking the value of a new digital
print ecosystem.

Imagine
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1:30 PM – 2:00 PM

1:30 PM – 2:30 PM

Nail Your Niche —
Fall in Love with Your
Customer’s Problems

The Steps to a Successful
Collaboration with Creatives
and Brand Owners

BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP
OPERATIONS

BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP
SALES & MARKETING

TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE
TECHNOLOGY THEATER

Labels & Packaging, Large Format, Commercial Print

Jennifer Matt, Web2Print Experts

Predictable revenue is the result of finding a challenge
you can solve in a repeatable and profitable fashion.
Finding your niche is not about you, your business, your
capabilities – it’s about your customers. Customer-centric
print businesses are thriving because their focus is on their
customer’s challenges.

Inkjet File Preparation:
Best Practices
JETCOMM

ROOM 227 C

Mary Schilling, Schilling Inkjet Consulting

The quality of electronic files is the first step
to print quality. For aqueous inkjet this is truly
important as the image type, color space,
compression, resolution, processing and
conversion are just as important as the ink volume, custom
paper linearization and color profiling used. For this session,
we will discuss how to ensure your files and elements are
the correct file formats and correct resolution for your paper
and print expectations. We will also discuss image and pdf
preparation tricks so you are optimizing the print quality for
your HP inkjet device.

Building Your Sales Efforts —
Finding, Promoting,
Selling New Applications
JETCOMM

ROOM 221 AB

ROOM 228 AB

HP Business Development

HP Business Development helps customers drive change
as they adopt new digital technologies. This session will
overview some of the tools available on the HP Advantage
online portal as well as highlight some of the successful
sales enablement sessions that have been launched, with
an emphases on new applications and how they are used to
change the selling conversation.

Sabine Lenz, PaperSpecs

We all know print projects hum along so
much easier and yield the absolute best
results when the print service provider is
involved early on. So why is it that so many
designers still fail to take advantage of your knowledge and
experience until the last possible moment? How can you
ensure that designers and brand owners help you help them
from the very beginning? Graphic designer and PaperSpecs.
com Founder, Sabine Lenz will share powerful insights into
what creatives expect from their print service provider;
why they often wait till the last minute to include you in the
planning; red flags you should not raise; and what a great
collaboration will look like (for both sides).

Growing Your Business Organically
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

ROOM 221 C

Labels & Packaging, Large Format,
Commercial Print, Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Peter Schaefer, New Directions

Two ways to grow your company are through
organic growth and acquisitions. This session will
cover strategies to grow your firm organically.
Strategies discussed will include: Becoming a
Marketing Solutions/Services Provider, Content vs. Product
Focus, Vertical and Horizontal Target Market Strategies,
Solutions and Product Strategies, Sales Process, Management
and Development, Infrastructure Requirements - including MIS
and Workflow and Performance Measurement Processes.

Flexible Packaging Converter
Panel — Voice of the Customer
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

ROOM 222 C

Labels & Packaging
Windell McGill, HP Inc. – Moderator
Carl Joachim, ePac, LLC
Josh Kirk, Colormaster, LLC

Learn how early adopters of the HP Indigo 20000 Digital
Press have built their business plans, and executed their
success. This session will allow to hear first hand from sales
management and operational managers about challenges,
business plans and execution for their digital business for
flexible packaging.
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2:00 PM – 2:30 PM
Enhancing Your
Customer’s Experience
SALES & MARKETING

ROOM 222 AB

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print

JETCOMM

Iban Cid, GERMARK

Follow the Signs for Growth —
LF Signage for the
Commercial Printer
ROOM 225 B

Large Format, Commercial
Tom Giglio, HP Inc.

Signs, signs, everywhere are signs and all are pointing to
profitability with rigid substrates. If you are a commercial
printer and looking to find diversification and growth, come
find out from other commercial printers how they have
followed their signs to success with flatbed printers.

Color Matching Magic Across
Any Print Process and Substrate
OPERATIONS

ROOM 228 AB

Leo Moio, Print Media Group (PMG)

The key to success is helping your customers
succeed. Printers have a unique opportunity
to deliver solutions that increase customer
ROI and brand loyalty. Hear how Germark
was able to deliver a custom solution for Dannon Yogurt
that was unique. As the CEO of P&G said, “The eventuality
of the world is a 1:1 relationship with every consumer… the
first company who is able to create that 1:1 relationship by
definition will win.” Learn how you can use your products
and solutions to create that 1:1 relationship for your clients.

BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP OPERATIONS

High-Speed Inkjet and
Inline Finishing Create New
Opportunities in Commercial Print

ROOM 226 AB

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print
David Hunter, Pilot Marketing &
ChromaChecker Corporation

Too many profiles are hard to manage, but too
few provide poor results. Find the optimum
number of profiles for your company needs.
This session explains the difference between Shared Visual
Appearance and Colorimetric match, and when to use each.
It will help companies determine how many print conditions
they need to manage and how many ICC Profiles are
necessary to provide an accurate print as the final output.

Print Media Group, one of Australia’s largest
commercial printers, discusses how inkjet and
inline finishing are enabling new applications
in Australia’s commercial print market.
From direct mail to security print, PMG is bringing inkjet
technology to this country’s largest automotive, healthcare,
financial, and retail enterprises.

Print MIS Solutions
TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE — TECHNOLOGY THEATER

Jennifer Matt & Jane Mugford, Web2Print Experts

Jennifer Matt will moderate a panel discussion with the
Print MIS partners at Dscoop. We will talk about what
Print MIS vendors are doing to solve the top challenges that
printers have implementing, integrating, and optimizing
their solutions.

Dieline Creative Event
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

ROOM 231 A

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print,
Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Silas Amos, Silas Amos Ltd.

New game, new toys, new rules:
How digital print is liberating creativity, and the
implications for effective packaging design.
Silas Amos is a designer and strategist who thinks in
pictures and aims to talk in plain English. He has 25+ years
experience as a designer and strategic partner for global
FMCG companies. He’s currently working directly with
global companies like HP and Unilever, has been acting
as Creative Director for eve sleep since January ‘16, and
is collaborating with some really interesting agency folk
through the line. He truly believes the design industry is
enjoying a moment of revolution and re-invention, and is
loving playing his part in this.

Imagine
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3:00 PM – 3:30 PM

3:00 PM – 4:00 PM

Color Control on the
Spectrophotometer (SPM)
Based HP Indigo Presses

1,000,000 One-of-a-Kind
Chocolate Bars

OPERATIONS

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print

SALES & MARKETING
ROOM 225 B

Commercial Print

Eran Friedman, ilan Print

Tim Stefl, HP Inc.

Color control, accuracy and consistency is
a delicate balance. While it is an intricate
science, it can also be like trying to herd
cats. This “show and tell” discussion will
include information on HP Indigo color-related calibrations
— media fingerprint, 3DCC, & Full LUT Calibration; color
manipulations — Pantone and Color Refinement and
Digital Front End (DFE) management. By the end of the
presentation, you will understand how HP Indigo applies
the color science behind the RIPs and presses and how
to best manage it.

Trends and Observations in
Direct Mail and Customer
Communications
JETCOMM

ROOM 221 AB

Facing increased competition from imported
brands, Strauss Elite wanted to breathe
new life and attract attention to its original
Cow brand, in order to increase consumer
engagement with the brand. Instead of a traditional red
wrapper, each individual piece of the Cow Chocolate bar has
a unique design, using HP smart stream mosaic technique the
wrappers can be folded into one-of-a kind paper sculptures
of cows using origami. This highly successful campaign was
supported by TV and online advertising and marketing.

AIGA Philadelphia Panel:
35 x 35 Project
SALES & MARKETING

ROOM 224 AB

Commercial Print

ROOM 228 AB

Dr. Sean Smyth, Senior Print, Smithers Pira

While email, mobile and social media trends
are often in the spotlight, the importance of
engaging your customer’s attention through
direct mail lives on as a dynamic and essential
communication channel. The driving force and technology
behind direct mail in the advertising market is constantly
evolving and creating new opportunities for your business.
Key trends to be discussed include addressed and door
drop mail volumes, print projections, direct mail ROI and
how direct mail fits into the customer communication
management pipeline. Keep up with the latest information
to get and keep your customer’s attention!

Delegate Your Print Business
to Software
TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE — TECHNOLOGY THEATER

Jennifer Matt, Web2Print Experts

Software should be consuming tasks in all corners of
your print business. Profitable growth is dependent on
your ability to move more and more tasks from people to
systems. This is not limited to your production floor,
it needs to move upstream to your customers (via online
self-service options) and into your sales and customer
services departments.
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Chris Buoni, Perfect Communications
Christine Sheller, AIGA Philadelphia
Bernardo Margulis, AIGA Philadelphia

In a very short time, print has gone from the dominant form
of communication to a bit of an enigma. In this panel we will
talk about the AIGA Initiatives which are: To create sense
of mission and optimism for printers. Leverage the unique
properties of print for marketing. Have designers engage
print resources that will inspire others.

Embrace the Suck:
How to Move Fast and Be Agile
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

ROOM 222 AB

Labels & Packaging, Large Format,
Commercial Print, Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Martin Aalsma, Documentation

Chaos and change have become a norm in this
industry. To be successful and move fast, you
need to be a disruptive, agile change agent.
Learn the discipline of avoiding ritualized
patterns and stagnant routines. With a mix of military,
athletics and life lessons that draw comparisons to the
competitive landscape, the take-aways will focus on agility
and fast adaptability.

Emotional Engagement:
Data Modeling Fuels Creative
and Message Strategies for
Compelling Results

Large Format Signage:
Easy Adjacency for Expansion
for the Commercial Printer

SALES & MARKETING

Large Format, Commercial Print

ROOM 222 C

Commercial Print, Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Greg Dean, DME Delivers

Communications that are visually stimulating,
interesting and relevant will generate a
response and narrow the gap to conversion.
Special insights into the psyche of the target
audience can be used to create content that is “emotionally
engaging.” Emotionally engaging direct marketing begins
with multi-dimensional psychographic data modeling.
The next evolution of big data gives us access into the
personality/temperament of every recipient.

Challenges, Solutions, and
Considerations for Printing
Secure Synthetics with the
HP Indigo 5600 Digital Press
OPERATIONS

ROOM 221 C

Christopher Janoski, Protec

Over the last fifteen years, while adjacent
sectors of manufacturing have increasingly
recognized, adopted, and openly championed
emerging advantages afforded by modern
digital printing technology over traditional offset, the
uniquely insulated nature of the Secure Financial Plastic
Card Industry has allowed long-held assumptions, biases,
and outdated precedents to shout down the objective
comparison of print technologies, to the delay of innovation,
constricting of profit, and admonishment of imagination. In
this idea-exchange session, the topics covered will include
an introduction to the unique print requirements of the
Secure Financial Plastic Card Industry, a brief case-study
examining the importance of understanding and defining
all properties of your substrate, several considerations for
successfully printing sheet-fed synthetics with the HP Indigo
5600 Digital Press, tailoring solutions to the problems they
seek to address, utilization of emerging technical features in
combination to potentially unexpected ends, the commonlyheld yet misguided aversion to the mining of “dry wells” left
behind by predecessors, and a closing thought on the merits
and importance of challenging industry-wide assumptions
to the mutual benefit of both individual operations and an
industry as a whole.

BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP OPERATIONS

ROOM 223

Tom Wittenberg & Dave Stapleton, HP Inc.
Dscoop Member Panel

Hear about the benefits of expanding into flexible large
format signage: what made it easy, the differences between
the LF and GCP markets, how the similarity of media can
make the expansion much easier and what it takes to be
successful in the flexible large format market.

Double CSR Jobs Per Day
without Adding Headcount!
OPERATIONS

ROOM 226 AB

Large Format, Commercial Print
Erwin Driever, Drievar-Cober
Carl Joachim, ePac
Danny Horsely, Liberty

Are your CSRs still scanning their email inbox for job
updates or searching to make sure they have the latest
revision? Locate, review and process up to twice as many
files per day with PrintOS Box. PrintOS Box automatically
preflights jobs so CSRs can identify and quickly address
common file issues like missing fonts, low resolution images
and more. As a result, prepress touch-up and editing time
per file can also be reduced by up to 50%. Hear how Cober,
ePac and other companies leverage PrintOS Box to print
more jobs per day than ever before.
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3:00 PM – 4:00 PM

3:30 PM – 4:00 PM

Dieline Creative Event

Why Great Project Management is
the Key to Getting Stuff Done

BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

ROOM 231 A

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print,
Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial

Imagination Meets Purpose
Richard Shear, Invok

Designer, husband, teacher, father, athlete, author, historian
Richard’s career has been influenced by a fascination with
visual history, driven by a curiosity for the culture of retail
brands, and guided by a rich experience in package design.
As a design entrepreneur, Partner and Chief Creative Officer
of Invok brands, his expertise lies in helping clients uncover
the visual heritage of their most iconic brands, and using
this design equity to help them build and position these
brands in ways that inform, connect and motivate.

OPERATIONS

TECHNOLOGY THEATER

Jennifer Matt, Bryan Quible & Maria Straley, Web2Print Experts

Everything in your business that requires more than one
step and involves more than one person is a project. The
success of your business could be measured in how effective
your company is at executing on projects. Come learn about
the 3 things you need to know about project management.

Bring More Value to Your
Current Press — Value Packs for
Series 2, 3 and 4 HP Indigo Presses

Landor Trend Watch 2017

OPERATIONS

Mary Zalla, Landor Associates

Commercial Print

See the future of design without losing sight of the
Eternal Truths. Mary spearheads Landor’s consumer
branding practice, collaborating with key clients to
enhance and expand our capabilities in this area. Under
her leadership, the Cincinnati office has emerged as a
hub for branded environments and new media practices,
and Chicago has grown to serve one of Landor’s largest
clients. Mary’s wide-ranging industry credits encompass
design, strategy, innovation, research, and creativity, as
well as business organization.

Dear Designers, Please Stop
Tosh Hall, Jones Knowles Ritchie

This is one designer’s plea to our industry: stop redesigning
brand identities every three years. Why do major brands
refresh so often? Do consumers really care or are we just
talking to ourselves? From balancing the passion to fix every
lost brand to the impact of a light touch, we discuss the
power of doing it right, really right, once and the importance
of reinterpreting brand equites to create conversations with
people today. How can today’s brands be both timeless and
topical. Find out in this presentation about the challenges
of remaining relevant in the age of shorter and shorter
attention spans. So dear future brand managers, please
don’t touch it. Hey clients, don’t forget that you already
fixed it. And Designers, please stop it already.
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TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE

ROOM 225 B

Tim Stefl, HP Inc.

HP has always stated that the HP Indigo Presses won’t
get left behind - yet many presses in the field have never
undergone a Value Pack upgrade. Learn what is included
in each upgrade and why Value Packs are so valuable!
Components and overall programs, including reduced
service and Click Rates will be presented. Discover the
benefits and learn more about the opportunities available.

4:15 PM – 5:45 PM
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Doug Lipp

Former Head of
Disney Training Institute
The Magic of Imagine:
Unleashing Creativity

6:15 PM – 6:45 PM

7:25 PM – 7:55 PM

Lead Innovator of Unique
Digital Variable Formats for the
HP Indigo 10000 Digital Press

Get Ready for a
Roller-Coaster Ride —
Selling Your Business

SALES & MARKETING

BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

Commercial Print

TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE
TECHNOLOGY THEATER

Jim Benedict, GLS/NEXT Precision Marketing

Jim Benedict, Marketing Director and Digital
Innovator at GLS/NEXT Precision Marketing
will share specific examples of how selfpromotion and innovation can stimulate
business with your customers, prospects and sales channels.
The impact on your bottom line depends on innovation and
making your business stand out as a thought leader in your
market place. Utilizing Digital Variable combined with the
HP Digital Presses, this show-and-tell session will inspire
you to create smarter, impactful print campaigns that drive
awareness and brand recognition to a higher level.

6:50 PM – 7:20 PM

Mike Walther, DME Delivers

Every business owner at some point will need
to complete a secession event. For many that
event is selling your business. The process
of selling your business is usually intrusive,
expensive and emotional. Mike Walther who has successfully
sold four business ranging in size from $1.5 to 100 million
dollars will discuss the three critical elements to ensure your
corner stone event is successful.

8:00 PM – 8:30 PM
Join Us for the
Dscoop Trip to Israel

Training & Hiring
Tomorrow’s Talent
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE

Labels & Packaging,
TECHNOLOGY THEATER
Large Format, Commercial Print,
Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial

BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP
TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE

Labels & Packaging,
TECHNOLOGY THEATER
Large Format, Commercial Print,
Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Gary Peeling, Precision Printing

How do we find future leaders in the graphics industry?
How do we as an industry aspire more young people
to join us? Hear from ASU, Clemson University and Harper
College as they share more on this real day challenge.

TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE

Labels & Packaging,
TECHNOLOGY THEATER
Large Format, Commercial Print,
Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Howard Owen, Stafford Printing

A trip to the Holy Land takes you on a journey to some of
Israel’s most well-known locations, both Holy and Secular,
east and west, desert and sea shore. See the country’s
magnificent refreshing beauty and marvel at its history.
Float in the Dead Sea, climb the steps to Masada, an ancient
fortification in the southern region situated on the top of
a rock plateau, tour the HP Indigo corporate offices and
ink factories. Meet the scientist and R&D teams behind
the products. Visit and shop in the Old City of Jaffa and
Caesarea. Bring your significant other and explore Israel
and HP Indigo in a once in a lifetime experience. All on-site
activities are hosted by HP Indigo.

Imagine 19

7:30 AM – 8:30 AM
Morning Coffee

8:30 AM – 9:30 AM
General Session

9:45 AM – 10:45 AM
Education Sessions

9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Imagine Technology
Showcase

11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Education Sessions

12:00 PM – 1:30 PM
Lunch (in Technology Showcase)

1:00 PM – 5:00 PM
Imagine WonderLab

4:15 PM – 4:45 PM
Imagine WonderLab
Happy Hour Sessions

8:00 PM – 11:00 PM
Dscoop Celebration
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8:30 AM – 9:30 AM
GENERAL
SESSION

Keith Wilmot

Dscoop
Chief Executive Officer

Charlie Williams
& Brad Boskovic
DigiWrap Founders

9:45 AM – 10:45 AM
3D Printing Reinventing the Way
the World Designs and Manufactures

Digital Disruption
for the Décor Market

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP OPERATIONS

ROOM 224 AB

Labels & Packaging, Large Format,
Commercial Print, Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial

3D printing has the potential to disrupt and
reinvent virtually every aspect of the $12
trillion manufacturing industry, unlocking
unprecedented economic potential. The
technology has broad, deep implications for design,
productivity and labor, as well as distribution of global
manufacturing capacity. Today, 3D printing is mainly
for prototyping, but the promise is with production and
manufacturing. Stephen Nigro will discuss the role of 3D
printing in the next industrial revolution, HP’s innovation
and what needs to happen to accelerate adoption as we
move from prototyping to production.

Are you an early adopter, one who can take advantage of an
opportunity with high margins and excellent growth? A panel
of early adopters provides valuable insights into the décor
market — best practices, market trends, the tremendous
growth opportunities, the great profits that come with early
adoption and the tips and tricks that made them successful.

Customer Journey:
From Trial to Loyalty

Demystify ICC color management and G7 in your workflow.
Color Profiles, advanced color setup including Media
Fingerprinting and 3D calibrations will be discussed.
Understand the benefits of color management in meeting
your customers’ targets and increasing production.

SALES & MARKETING

ROOM 222 C

Labels & Packaging, Large Format,
Commercial Print, Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial

me to Bcrostarosa

11:08 AM

Bob Crostarosa

me

Large Format
Anthony Torres, HP Inc. and Dscoop Member Panel

Stephen Nigro, HP Inc.

Today

ROOM 222 AB

Join a customer as they go from Googling
a brand to becoming a loyal customer, and
follow the many paths and challenges that
occur on that journey. This session will cover
communication streams that can be used to help attract
new prospects, converting prospects into repeat customers,
getting repeats to become frequent and ultimately
converting them to loyal clients. Worksheets will be used
for developing your own customer journey and the session
includes interactive discussion and individual and group
problem solving.

Mike Jones

Additional Dscoop Items – Hey Bob, Thanks for agreeing to do a session for Dscoop and…

Google Alerts

Google Alert - Flagler Beach – Latest: January 9, 2017

Volusia, Flagler cities approach medical marijuana with caution
Flagler County News - News-Tribune
Reservation

Color Management
OPERATIONS

ROOM 226 AB

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print
Dave Lampell & Don Bradbury, HP Inc.

Entering Flexible Packaging
with Confidence and Expert
Solutions. Understand HP Indigo
Pack Ready End-to-End.
TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION

ROOM 223

Labels & Packaging
Roy Oomen, HP Inc.

HP is bringing an innovative set of solutions to market in
2017 under the umbrella of Pack ready solutions. The HP
Indigo Pack Ready solutions allow both label converters
and flexible packaging converters to participate in some
flexible packaging applications with a lower barrier to entry.
Learn about examples and which type of flexible packaging
applications the HP Indigo Pack Ready solutions will support
and how, and where to start!

Imagine
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11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Print-to-Digital Engagement:
Are Your Print and Package
Materials Meeting the Challenge?
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

ROOM 224 AB

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print,
Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Larry Logan, Digimarc
Greg Glenday, Shazam

If your print materials and packaging are not digitally
enhanced with 24x7 network access, you may be missing
out on opportunities to capture this audience, capitalize
on your existing assets or putting you at a competitive
disadvantage in the marketplace. The inventor of the
Digimarc Barcode, will demonstrate new solutions for
creating print-to-digital experiences for increasing
consumer engagement and brand loyalty. They’ll diagnose
their successful campaigns with Coca-Cola, Target, Coors,
BMW, Disney and other notable brands from around the
world. Sharing their secrets and best practices to boost
mobile interaction and communications channels to build
ongoing engagement will also be discussed.

The Bigger Spectrum
SALES & MARKETING

ROOM 221 AB

Labels & Packaging, Large Format,
Commercial Print
Silas Amos, Silas Amos Ltd.

Many of us know that for creative brand
building, digital print can be about new
opportunities and new rules. It’s hugely
exciting, and approached the right way,
an incredibly effective tool for marketing, but igniting
enthusiasm and action from brands requires more than
good ideas. It demands a unique way of looking at the
role of pack, technology and channel. It’s about combining
visionary thinking with clear immediate benefits and
demystifying the steps that take a brand from artwork to
the hearts and minds of consumers.

The Next Big Thing:
Inkjet Development,
Market Size, and Trends
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP

ROOM 222 AB

Commercial Print, Jetcomm/PageWide Industrial
Marco Boer, IT Strategies

Singlepass inkjet technology has proven to be more reliable
and cost effective than initially projected, driving its growth
forward at rates in excess of 20% annually during the last
seven years. But yet the ability to print on a wide range of
substrates has remained limited. This is about to change.
Printhead, coatings, ink, and paper breakthroughs in the
ability to print on standard offset papers will lead the way
during the next seven years. This in turn will open up a
range of new addressable applications beyond book and
document printing, such as packaging, marketing collateral,
and other general commercial print applications in volumes
previously not economically feasible.
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Think B2C Markets are Off-limits?
Not Anymore
BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP
SALES & MARKETING OPERATIONS

ROOM 222 C

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
SALES & MARKETING OPERATIONS

ROOM 225 B

Commercial Print, Large Format
Asaf Lavi, HP Inc.

Bob Raus, HP Inc. — Moderator
Toby McManus, Superior Bindery
Paul Hudson, Hudson Printing

According to the Ecommerce Foundation, Global B2C
e-commerce sales will reach $2.6 trillion dollars in 2016 at
a growth rate of 17.5%. Until now, managing 1000’s of small
orders per day has required large capital investments,
IT teams and major infrastructure investments. PrintOS Site
Flow delivers a robust, scalable production management
infrastructure on-demand with no capital investments and
minimal IT effort. Learn how PrintOS Site Flow is helping
Superior Bindery and Hudson Printing accept, batch/print/
ship 1000’s of B2C orders per day from multiple brands like
BuzzFeed’s Tasty Cookbook.

Successful GTM Strategies
in Folding Carton that
Will Grow Your Business
SALES & MARKETING

The Décor Deep Dive

This session will discuss hands on, practical ways to
participate and expand your business into the fast growing
décor market. Hear about market trends, applications,
solutions and selling into this market. Learn how Décor
could be your next big business opportunity.

Next Generation
HP Indigo Supplies
OPERATIONS

ROOM 226 AB

Labels & Packaging, Commercial Print
Nick Gawreluk, HP Inc.

This session will showcase the latest technology
advancements and new product introductions of the
HP Indigo Supplies portfolio. It will highlight what the
innovation means for your business through the benefits
of increased productivity, superior image quality and the
ability to take on high value applications.

ROOM 223

Labels & Packaging
James Gargus, HP Inc.— Moderator
John Ramsier, Caraustar
Bill Hodges, Boutwell, Owens & Co., Inc.
Craig Curran, Nosco

This session will provide a rare opportunity to see and hear
how converters are using HP Indigo digital print to win new
business. You will gain insight and ideas on positioning
digital, along with new messaging ideas and concepts,
learn about using case studies to articulate your value
proposition, as well as other useful marketing and sales
tools you can put to use immediately.

Personalization:
Back to the Future
SALES & MARKETING

ROOM 221 C

Jetcomm PageWide Industrial,
Labels & Packaging, Large Format, Commercial Print,
Richard Askam, Woolly North Consulting Ltd

Global personalization expert Richard
Askam will speak about the birth of
digital personalization and customizable
campaigns. Find out how personalization
and 1:1 marketing are changing the marketplace.
Dscoop members and the Dscoop network are
at the heart of it all.

Imagine 23

FRIDAY 1:00 PM – 5:00 PM
Hall A transforms into WonderLab on Friday afternoon.

MAIN STAGE

Come hear experts
share their experiences in
business and leadership.
You’ll have an opportunity
to ask questions during
the information-packed
30 minute sessions.

MEET THE
HP EXPERTS

Learn how the latest
technologies can help you
differentiate and deliver
astounding offerings to
your customers.

DISRUPTORS BAR

Want to meet one on one
with the industry disruptors
you’ve been hearing from
at the sessions? This is the
place. After their sessions,
speakers will be available
to share insights or answer
additional questions.

CREATOR CIRCLES
Learn tips and tools from
our industry creators
in these profound
mini sessions.

Entrance from Showcase
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IDEA EXCHANGE
THEATERS

OPERATIONS,
INNOVATION,
& MARKETING
Join us in an intimate
setting where you’ll hear
experts share unique
things they are doing
within their industry.

1:00 PM – 1:30 PM
Don’t Call Me a Millennial
MAIN STAGE

Amanda Bass, AFLAC

While there’s a ton of research about Millennials,
marketers are still trying to figure out the best
way to connect with this audience to build brand
awareness, consideration and ultimately increase
sales. In this session, learn key insights about
Millennials, like why they hate being called that,
and what messaging resonates with them the most.

The Essential Elements
of Successful Workflow
Automation
OPERATIONS THEATER

Bryce Schieving

Make Software Integrations
Less Painful
INNOVATION THEATER

Jennifer Matt, Web2Print Experts

Optimization of your software investments requires
integration between key software technologies.
Integrations can be simple, complex, cheap,
expensive – all integrations would benefit from a
clear definition of the business objectives and a
clear understanding how those objectives will be
tested before the integration goes live. Come learn
about the 3 things every print owner needs to
know about how to approach software integration
projects.

Powerful Presentations
that Win New Clients

In today’s complex digital work flows, a well
executed automation strategy combined with solid
development discipline can mean the difference
between success and failure for digital workflows,
print personalization, and complicated fulfillment
needs. Automating Digital work flows can be
difficult at best, and in the worst of cases flat out
disastrous. Whether automating simple status
reports or more difficult multi touch daily work
flows, this session and discussion will cover the
essential things you must accomplish and avoid for
successful automation in a growing digital
print world.

CREATOR CIRCLE 1

Philanthropy and Why It
Matters to Your Company

How Liberty University
Justified Creating a
Brand New Print Operation

MARKETING THEATER

Jack Glacken, TGI Inc.

Corporations get a lot of exposure for their sizable
donations and dedication to charities but small
businesses give more when you compare them
to a percentage of profits. Many small businesses
realize the importance of giving back to their
communities. And besides feeling good, it builds
company morale, creates networking opportunities
for new customers and builds respect among
employees and customers. Most of us are at
Dscoop to grow revenue not costs but there are
more ways to give than just writing a check.
See TGI’s model for giving and the benefits they
receive in return.

Tim Arnold,
Arnold Printing

We will dig into the nuts and bolts of
how to plan, create and execute oneon-one presentations that will blow
your prospects away and leave you standing out as
the only obvious choice to be their preferred print
marketing provider. If your prospect is expecting
5-star treatment, give them 10! Demonstrate your
passion, knowledge, creativity and desire to exceed
their expectations on a continual basis.

CREATOR CIRCLE 2

Bob Boyer, Liberty University

How did Liberty University justify creating a
brand-new print operation? Hear Bob Boyer
discuss how they reduced the cost of total print
spend 20% over a 5-year period, produced high
variable marketing for the university and improved
branding control. Liberty also partnered with the
graphics program to expose more students to print.
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1:35 PM – 2:05 PM

2:30 PM – 3:00 PM

Managing Risk and
Juggling Multiple
Businesses

Key Marketing
Touchpoints for
Successful Sales

Leveraging Digital
Marketing Strategies to
Sell More Print

MAIN STAGE

MARKETING THEATER

MAIN STAGE

Brad Boskovic, Lingraph Services Co.
Charlie Williams, DigiWrap

Every company has to take some level
of risk – some work out and others
don’t. How you manage through and
what you learn from it is what matters.
Brad Boskovic and Charlie Williams
know a lot about managing risk and
juggling multiple businesses. They also
know how to acquire investors. Hear
more in this energizing session as they
inspire you to take your own risks.

Francios Martin,
Global Marketing Head
HP Graphics
Solutions Business

Simple ways to win
more business — open houses,
samples, social media & PR.

A Story of
Software-Enabled
Phenomenal Growth
INNOVATION THEATER

Rank Higher SEO
Website Architecture
OPERATIONS THEATER

Aaron Rains, Printing Center

Condense websites & identity
problem pages based on Google’s
machine learning algorithm will
increase ranking and ROI. Learn how
to simplifying your site using topic
relevance strategy.

Web-to-Print Success
in the Marketplace
CREATOR CIRCLE 1

Becky Vance & Keith Page,
Emprint/Moran Printing

Why is the program successful.
What type of clients fit this
application and how do we secure
them. Discuss quality and our color
management processes and how
HP supports our effort.
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Jennifer Matt, Web2Print Experts

Jennifer Matt will moderate a panel
discussion with Courtney Sumners
from Benson and Jane Mugford on
their 33-month journey of replacing
virtually every piece of technology
at Benson. The results of this project
are staggering; revenues have tripled,
headcount has stayed steady, and
Benson continues to build more and
more diversity into their offering.
Their integrated software suite is
running their business, their people
are running the software.

Key Learnings When
Selling Your Business
CREATOR CIRCLE 2

Chris Petro,
GlobalSoft Digital

If your goal is to one
day sell your company
don’t miss this interactive
session that provides insight, experience
and valuable lessons from the sellers
point of view. Get some valuable tips
that will give you a clear advantage after
you have made your initial decision to
sell from one entrepreneur who used
the Dscoop network to successfully
market and sell his company.

Jacob M. Walker, PrintCPG

Digital marketing, once an enemy
of printers, can be one of its
biggest assets. Printers should be
implementing digital and social
marketing strategies to sell more print.
This session will focus on actual case
studies and an in-depth how-to from
an industry leader leveraging digital
and social marketing strategies to
grow multiple print brands. Attendees
will walk away with knowledge and
inspiration on how to apply these
strategies for their own print business
and leverage it into new products
and services.

Hiring and Managing
Print Software
Developers
INNOVATION THEATER

Jennifer Matt, Web2Print Experts

As software takes on a larger role
in your print business, you will be
interacting, managing, and potentially
failing to understand how to manage
software developers. Jennifer Matt
and Chris Reisz-Hanson (software
architect) will be discussing 3 things
you should know about managing
software developers and taking
your questions.

3:05 PM – 3:35 PM
Leading the Pack with
Digital Packaging:
Reinventing a Dog
Nutrition Brand from
a CPG and Converter
Perspective
OPERATIONS THEATER

Carl Joachim, ePac
Anthony Bennie, Clear Conscience Pet

Clear Conscience Pet® is an emerging
brand in the natural pet nutrition
space, with requirements faced by
many new and growing CPG’s. ePac is
a start-up flexible packaging printer/
converter that is focused on shortrun, quick turn packaging ideal for
companies like Clear Conscience. Hear
Anthony Bennie, Founder of Clear
Conscience, and Carl Joachim, Partner
and CTO of ePac, describe their
journeys and how they recently worked
together to repackage the Clear
Conscience brand, taking advantage
of the benefits of digital to help ensure
greater retail market success.

Success with
E-commerce
MARKETING THEATER

Mark Sarpa, StationaryHQ

Hear the good news and bad news
of all e-commerce. There will be a
discussion talking about my mistakes
(and successes). We will look at
platform options & key metrics.
We will also provide planning and let
you know how to work with providers.

What Brands
Really Need

Millions of
Orders of One

CREATOR CIRCLE 1

MAIN STAGE

Amanda Bass, Aflac

As a Marketer, all you really want
is to bring big ideas to life. In
this session, you’ll hear from an
experienced marketer who has
worked on both sides of the fence—
at a top-rated print company and
Fortune 500 brand—give insight
on what Brands really need from
marketing solutions providers.

Join Us for the
Dscoop Trip to Israel
CREATOR CIRCLE 2

Howard Owen, Stafford Printing

A trip to the Holy Land takes you on
a journey to some of Israel’s most
well-known locations, both Holy and
Secular, east and west, desert and sea
shore. See the country’s magnificent
refreshing beauty and marvel at its
history. Float in the Dead Sea, climb
the steps to Masada, an ancient
fortification in the southern region
situated on the top of a rock plateau,
and tour the HP Indigo corporate
offices and ink factories. Meet the
scientist and R&D teams behind the
products. Visit and shop in the Old
City of Jaffa and Caesarea. Bring your
significant other and explore Israel
and HP Indigo in a once in a lifetime
experience. All on-site activities are
hosted by HP Indigo.

Juilian Marsh,
The Harrier Group

Get an insight in
to how the biggest
personalized gift
companies globally manage to
process, produce and dispatch
millions of small orders on a regular
basis. Take away some hints & tips on
how you can make your own business
run more efficiently and profitably
handling small orders.

Disaster Recovery and
Business Continuity
OPERATIONS THEATER

Chris Reine, Franklin Press

What do you do if
you are faced with
a disaster? Can you
continue to service
your customers? Can you still
meet your deadlines? What about
your employees? Building? Data?
Communications? We will start your
thought process on this very difficult
subject and hopefully provide you
with a direction to take when you
return to the office.
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3:05 PM – 3:35 PM
Next Generation Sales —
More Marketing,
Less Schmoozing!
MARKETING THEATER

Andy Cranmer,
Arnold Printing

PSPs are no longer
selling ink and paper,
we are selling ideas and
solutions that create partnerships that
go way beyond commoditized printing
services. To do this, it is important to
find the right people. learn how to
attract them and bring new energy
(and growth) to your organization.

Driving Traffic
to Your Website
INNOVATION THEATER

Jennifer Matt, Web2Print Experts

If you build a website or a business
to stranger’s ecommerce solution
visitors DO NOT COME – you must
drive them to your site. You can pay
for traffic (AdWords) or you can earn
traffic (through content marketing).
Either way, you must proactively drive
traffic to your site. Come find out the
3 things you must know about driving
traffic online.
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Find Out How a Start
Up Print Company
Became the Largest
Grand Format Printer
in Australasia
CREATOR CIRCLE 1

Keith Ferrel,
Cactus Imaging

Keith is the Co-Founder
of Cactus Imaging,
Australasia’s largest
Grand Format Printer. Hear how a
start up company in New Zealand
conquered Australia and then moved
on to start up the company in India
and within two years was the largest
Grand Format Printer in that country
as well. Hear how having the right
technology, well trained staff, the
correct processes in place and a
bit of luck all contributed to the
rise and success of this well known
company. Hear how having the right
technology, well trained staff, the
correct processes in place and a bit
of luck all contributed to the rise and
success of this well known company.
Keith has travelled extensively
throughout the world, especially Asia
and the Middle East and is recognized
in the Asia Pacific region as one of the
most influential people in the industry.
Keith has served on the HP Customer
Advisory Team and is the Chairman
of Dscoop APJ. In 2014 Keith was
awarded the Fespa World Printer of
the Year

How to Make
Automation
Work for You
CREATOR CIRCLE 2

Scott Elfreth, TGI Inc.

Automation means different things to
different people, but in simplest terms,
it means replacing work done by a
human with a computer or machine.
Automation should be embrace not
feared, as it has always been a part
of evolution and always will be. It will
streamline the process allowing you
to do greater volumes with less errors,
for less money and larger profits.
The only way to compete in today’s
economy, is to leverage automation.
Automation does not necessarily
equate to the elimination of jobs, but
rather alleviates repetitive tasks and
allows employees to focus on the
elements that can’t be automated.

3:40 PM – 4:10 PM
Sink or Share: Social
Media is No Longer an
Option for Your Business
MAIN STAGE

Using Technology to Build
Customer Stickiness

Marketing:
Use All the Tools

MARKETING THEATER

CREATOR CIRCLE 1

Mike Thomas, Communicorp
Deborah Corn,
Print Media Centr

The “share” generation will
control billion of buying
dollars by 2020. Printers
and suppliers must learn how to connect
and engage with the Millennials before it’s
too late. Best practices for relevant social
channels, tips for growing audience, reach
and awareness included.

Sales Process and the
Integration of Print,
CRM, E-Marketing,
Web and Social.
Changing the Game.
OPERATIONS THEATER

Bill Hodges, Boutwell, Owens & Co., Inc.

Sales has always been a contact
sport, and a game of numbers.
With the revolutionary changes in
cloud and web centric complimentary
technology and the complimentary
addition of digital print and digital
converting, today’s sales process and
marketing inputs become more focused,
more complimentary, and profoundly
more effective.

In today’s digital world,
there continues to be a
demand for innovative
solutions that can enhance
consumer engagement, while also
strengthening loyalty to your brand.
This demand for innovation is being
partially driven by industry competition
as new service providers aggressively
work to win-over your customers to their
brands and services. This workshop will
educate print providers on incorporating
technologies like OnDemand, 1:1 print, and
Augmented Reality as viable solutions for
improving customer stickiness.

Cece Smith,
Toolbox Studios

Learn how to build a
marketing campaign that
works. Using case studies,
this session will cover how to create a
marketing plan or campaign from the
ground up. Starting with the objective
we will cover the entire process from
discovery, targeting your audience,
nurturing tools and technology, to the use
of real-time data, and measuring sales
and ROI.

How to Make
Your Print Business
Mobile Friendly
INNOVATION THEATER

Jennifer Matt, Web2Print Experts

Mobile first is a term being used by
technology companies to describe how
our internet access is moving off the
desktop onto our mobile devices. Come
learn about the 3 things you need to
know about making your print business
mobile friendly.
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4:15 PM – 4:45 PM
High-Speed Inkjet:
Offset-class Productivity
and Quality are
Changing the Game
MAIN STAGE

David Murphy, HP Inc.

What is possible with
inkjet today and, more
importantly, where
is this fast-evolving
technology heading in the future? New
applications, new markets, and new
revenue streams are being captured
now by HP customers – and new
opportunities are unfolding every day.
Learn about how HP PageWide Web
Press technology is co-existing with
and complementing other printing
systems — both offset and digital.
Hear how inkjet-enabled PSPs are
capturing repeat high-volume digital
jobs that require the productivity and
capacity of offset by the versatility and
efficiency of digital.

Effective SelfPromotional Campaigns
that Increase Sales,
Improve Employee
Morale & Win Awards
OPERATIONS THEATER

Thanh K. Nguyen,
The Standard Group

Many printers want to
make the leap to MSP
but don’t have the
experience. Learn how The Standard
Group made that leap through the
creation of effective self-promotional
holiday campaigns that acquire new
sales, inspire customers, engage
prospects, educate employees and
win major industry awards. Learn the
step-by step process and the tools
they use to plan and create engaging,
fun and effective holiday campaigns
that include extensive variable data,
personalized print, email, video and
social media.
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Five Innovative
Strategies for Direct Mail
MARKETING THEATER

Joe Manos, MindFireInc

Introduce a direct mail approach
that is highly effective. Develop a
comprehensive understanding of how
it works and why it is effective.
Provide the building blocks of the
program and how you can launch it in
your own company. Provide a working
model and use case examples of the
program. Present real-world examples
that other companies are using
successfully. Reinforce presentation
with panel discussion.

Personalization
Engine Solutions
INNOVATION THEATER

Jennifer Matt, Web2Print Experts

As personalization continues to press
deeper into every aspect of our lives,
a printer’s ability to personalize just
about everything they do requires
a powerful personalization engine.
Jennifer Matt will moderate a panel
discussion with the composition engine
vendors attending Dscoop 2017.

Selling Value Over
Price: A Crucial Step
to Decommoditize
Your Business
CREATOR CIRCLE 1

Greg Dean, DME

Whether you are
seasoned production
facility leveraging the
capabilities of the latest
equipment, or a marketing-centric
organization designing award-winning
cross-media communications, there
is no escaping the clients’ relentless
pursuit to get it ‘cheaper.’ Cost is only
a concern when value is in question.
In this session, we will discuss ideas
and methodologies for value-forward
positioning of your products and
services. By the end of the session,
you will be well on your way to
decommoditizing your business.
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Partners
As of February 6, 2017

COMPANY NAME

BOOTH #

COMPANY NAME

BOOTH #

A B Graphic International Inc. 813

Felix Schoeller Digital Media

acpo, ltd.

801

Fotoba/Colex Cutters

ACTEGA North America

841

Georgia-Pacific

20

GPA, Specialty
Substrate Solutions

611

Adphos North America, Inc

17

Appleton Coated

16

APS Imaging Solutions, Inc.

701

Ashland

1102

Avanti

902

Avery Products Corp

1200

AVT

930

B&R Moll

913

Book Automation

642

Brotech Graphics Co. Ltd.

1029

Catalina Graphic Films

1104

CERM

1228

Charter NEX Films

1001

Coatings and Adhesives
Corporation
Convertible Solutions
Crown Van Gelder
Delta ModTech

108
1109

Haiyaa Technologies Inc

1

Harris & Bruno International 1035
Horizon International Inc.
HP Inc.

420

118, 432, 617

Hybrid Software, Inc.

1103

Iggesund Paperboard

1105

Imaging Solutions AG

935

Infigo Software Ltd.

113

International Paper Company 1219
Kompac Technologies, LLC

100

Label Traxx

1037

LAUDA-Brinkmann, LP

540

1225

LexJet

806

1025

LOCR GMBH

1222

4
925

Manroland Web Systems Inc.
MarcomCentral

2
1101

Deprosa Specialty Films USA 742

MBM Corporation

Domtar

1000

MBO America

18

213

Mediaclip Inc

Duplo USA Corporation

112

COMPANY NAME

BOOTH #

Nobelus

300

Nortec Humidity

1100

Pageflex, Inc.

1204

PressWise by SmartSoft

201

Rollem International

713

RotoMetrics

1027

Sappi North America

1006

Schober USA

1230

Scodix
Silicon Publishing, Inc.
SpencerMetrics
Spiral

311
3
1224
101

Standard Finishing Systems

542

Taopix

104

Technotrans

644

Tecnau

941

Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc.

707

Tharstern

212

THERM-O-TYPE Corporation 1019
Tianjin Boyuan
New Materials Co., Ltd.
Ultimate Technographics

205
110

Universal Engraving

1218

1003

Verso Corporation

907

DuPont™ Tyvek®

1220

Michelman

1012

Wausau Coated Products, Inc. 1031

ef cooling US Inc.

1226

MindFire

305

WestRock

900

EMT International

203

Mohawk

901

XMPie

640

Enfocus
Epic Products Int’l
Esko

1202
19
605

Motion Cutter
by themediahouse GmbH
Muller Martini Corp
Neenah

1040
141

Yupo Corporation America

1005

ZUND

1009

200
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Executive
Sponsor

HP
Booths 118, 432, 617
hpdigitalprint@hp.com
www.hp.com

HP is reinventing print to keep it relevant,
profitable and growing for the graphics
industry. HP Indigo and HP Inkjet technologies
enable this with digital solutions for virtually any
print job or application. HP believes printing is not
just a task, but a way of creating something unique
so that brands can reinvent their own offering and
the way they engage with their own audiences.
This is made possible with the industry’s widest
digital portfolio of presses, printers, workflow
solutions and services across HP Indigo,
HP PageWide Web Press, HP PageWide XL, HP
DesignJet, HP Latex, HP Scitex and HP Services.
HP products open up a world of possibilities
for commercial printing, photo, labels and
packaging, corrugated, publishing,
high-volume production, sign & display,
merchandising and all types of
large format printing.

Digital Solutions Cooperative
A Cooperative of HP Technology Users

Let’s Innovate Print, Together!
Dscoop is a worldwide community of visionaries from
leading graphic arts companies and industry partners.
Our goal is to inspire growth among our community
members by empowering collaboration through dynamic
education and experiences. Dscoop is dedicated to helping
create new opportunities through the creative use and
application of HP digital print technologies including HP
Indigo, Scitex, High-end Latex and PageWide Web Presses.
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Diamond Partners

GPA

Specialty Substrate Solutions
GPA is part of Fedrigoni Group.

GPA, Specialty Substrate Solutions

MindFire

Booth 611

Booth 305

8701 West 47th Street, Suite A
McCook, IL 60525 USA
800-395-9000
info@askgpa.com
www.askgpa.com

2601 Main Street Suite 830		
Irvine, CA 92614 USA
877-560-3473
hello@mindfireinc.com
www.mindfireinc.com

GPA offers more than high quality substrates
for your HP Indigo technology. As part of
Fedrigoni Group, we are dedicated to helping
your business achieve sustainable growth,
extending our industry-leading resources
for your benefit, and providing customized
support that creates lasting value for your
company and customers through innovation
and differentiation.

MindFire’s marketing technology helps you
acquire new Clients more quickly, build
stronger relationships with existing Clients,
and drive predictable revenue.

Our offering complements the widest range
of printing technology, including HP Indigo
commercial, label and packaging, and wide
format presses...but it doesn’t stop there.
GPA is also your complete substrate source
for offset, dry toner, and other wide format
technologies. This year, GPA is exhibiting in
partnership with Arconvert, a sister company
and world-class manufacturer of pressure
sensitive substrates for HP Indigo and flexographic printing technologies used to create
luxury and consumer packaged goods labels.
From Dscoop’s inception in 2005, GPA has
offered the Dscoop community unwavering
support as one of their founding Platinum
Partners, and now as one of the select
Diamond Partners. GPA is also an HP Indigo
Preferred Partner.

Because one channel is no longer enough
to reach today’s consumers, MindFire’s software allows you to execute, manage,
and measure multi-channel campaigns.
With an easy-to-use drag-and-drop canvas,
you can orchestrate marketing workflows
incorporating PURL-enabled Direct Mail
(integrated with HP), Microsites, Email,
Social Media, and more.
Printers and marketing service providers use
these types of campaigns to:
 enerate leads to promote their
1. G
own company, resulting in more demand
for print services
2. Create new revenue streams by selling
campaigns that weave together print
and non-print media … resulting in
better response rates and more leads
for their Clients
Along with technology, we also equip you
with world-class sales, marketing, and
campaign execution training to ensure
your success. And if you’re in a time crunch,
lack the resources, or just want some
additional support, our Agency Services
experts acts as a natural extension of your
team to complete your project on time,
no matter how complex!
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Platinum Partners

A B Graphic International Inc.
Booth 813
2755 Pinnacle Drive		
Elgin, IL 60124 USA
909-230-6640
info@abgintusa.com
www.abgint.com

A B Graphic International is a market
leader in fully modular digital
converting, inspection rewinding and
turret rewinding. In addition, we offer
comprehensive technical after-sales
support. We also have extensive
experience in manufacturing machines
for specialist applications, such as
RFID insertion, laser die cutting,
booklet label machines and 100%
camera inspection systems. With five
wholly owned companies in Europe and
the USA, we also have an experienced
team of distributors worldwide. Now
in our 63rd year, we are constantly
investing in and developing technology
to keep at the forefront of the labeling
and packaging equipment market.
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Duplo USA Corporation

Esko

Booth 213

Booth 605

3050 S. Daimler Street		
Santa Ana, CA 92705 USA
800-255-1933
sales@duplousa.com
www.duplousa.com

8535 Gander Creek Drive		
Miamisbug, OH 45342 USA
937-454-1721
Info.USA.EG@esko.com
www.esko.com

For over 65 years, Duplo has set
the standard with some of the most
innovative and reliable finishing
products in the graphic arts industry
and continues to lead the way
with solutions that are automated,
productive, and cost-efficient.
Today, Duplo manufactures a complete
line of print finishing equipment
from all-in-one slitter/cutter/creasers,
folders, perfect binders, and UV
coaters to sheet feeding, bookletmaking,
and saddle-stitching systems for digital
printers in both high production and
small office environments. With the
increasing trend towards specialty
printing and finishing, Duplo is pleased
to be showcasing its exciting, NEW
On Demand Spot UV Coating Solution
at Dscoop this year!

Esko is a global supplier of integrated
solutions for the packaging and labels,
sign and display, commercial printing
and publishing industries. Esko products
and services drive profitability in the
packaging and printing supply chain
by reducing time-to-market and
raising productivity.

Scodix

Muller Martini Corp

Rollem International

Booth 141

Booth 713

456 Wheeler Road
Hauppauge, NY 11788 USA
631-582-4343
salessupport@us.mullermartini.com
mullermartiniusa.com

1650 S. Lewis St.		
Anaheim, CA 92805 USA
714-935-9130
scorwin@rollemusa.com
www.rollemusa.com
www.insigniadiecutting.com

13 Amal St, Park Afeq
POB 11777
Rosh Ha’ayin, 4809249 Israel
+972 3 9033371
lynn.k@scodix.com
www.scodix.com

Rollem is the leader in die-cutting,
kiss-cutting, bi-directional slitting,
scoring, perforating and paper drilling
Print-Finishing Solutions.

Scodix is a leading manufacturer of
digital print enhancement presses for
the Graphic Arts industry, giving print
service providers and folding carton
converters real, measurable added value
to the products they deliver to their
customers. By integrating Scodix digital
enhancement solutions, customers can
dramatically improve their services
offering a range of premium print products, all managed in-house.

Muller Martini is the world’s largest
producer of print finishing solutions for
commercial and book printers, trade
binderies, newspapers and digital
book manufacturers. Muller Martini’s
innovative workflow solutions optimize
efficiencies while helping to build new
revenue opportunities. In addition,
through MMServices, they are a leading
source of performance enhancement
programs which offer continual
improvement for equipment, people
and processes. With U.S. headquarters
in Hauppauge, New York, Muller Martini’s
extensive sales and support team provides informed, responsive service
to printers and binderies nationwide.

The Insignia sheet-fed flexo-magnetic
die cutter produces high-value
die-cutting and kiss-cutting for custom
packaging, labels and shaped products.
Models include IS5 15x20”, IS7 24x30”
and featured at Dscoop will be the new
IS6 20x20” model. Eliminate excess
labor costs and increase profits with the
Jetstream - a bi-directional Slit/Score/
Perf system also offered with in-line
folding, gluing and card tipping for
direct mail products. Press sheet to
finished products in one process!
Realize savings by maximizing sheet
impositions with Rollem’s bidirectional
slitters. Rollem is your partner for top
quality finishing of custom shaped
cards, direct mail, greeting cards,
invitations, flyers, business cards,
event tickets, photo prints, and
trans-promo products.

Booth 311

Scodix gives its customers the tools
they need to expand their product portfolio – putting them one step ahead of
the competition. Scodix boasts a comprehensive variety of innovative solutions and applications, including Scodix
Sense™, with exceptional tactile results
for embossed effects, Scodix Foil™ utilizing all types of foil without the need
of dies or molds, Scodix Spot™ for silk
screen effects, Scodix VDP/VDE™ (with
barcode) for personalization, Scodix
Metallic™ for metallic coloring, Scodix
Glitter™, Scodix Braille™, Scodix Crystal™
creates real 3D sparkling effects, and
Scodix Cast&Cure™ creating holographic dramatic effects.
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Gold

®

acpo, ltd.

APS Imaging
Solutions, Inc.

Booth 801
8035 Lake Winds Drive
PO Box 418
Oak Harbor, OH 43449 USA
419-898-4243
cs@acpo.com
www.acpo.com

Booth 701

For over 30 years, acpo has
been dedicated to manufacturing pressure sensitive
coated films to the narrow web
printing and converting market. acpo overlaminates can
be found on labels and flexible
packaging products from the
health and beauty industry to
pharmaceuticals and pet food.

Photostory distributed by APS
is the only all in one fully automated system for producing
professional lay flat albums
up to 20” x 20”. Utilizing our
patented Easysheet product,
which is available in three
different paper weights, allows
any user to make the perfect
lay flat album with the simple
push of a button.

261 E. Imperial Hwy., Suite 520
Fullerton, CA 92835 USA
714-441-1918
al@apsimaging.com
www.apsimaging.com

Recognizing the desire
for innovative products in
label and flexible packaging
markets, acpo has developed
several new products including
printable high barrier flexible
packaging films.

B&R Moll

Films with Technology. Products with Purpose.”

Booth 913

ACTEGA North America

B&R Moll Inc. is the industry’s
leader in folding and gluing
equipment. Moll folder/gluers
are designed to be flexible,
easy–to-use, and easy to
work on for the commercial
print, packaging, and mailing
industries. Moll will be demonstrating their digi-Mollpak
System at DSCOOP 20174; their
most compact and modular
design enabling quick change
overs from job to job for the
packaging industry. Moll will
be showing an auto lock
box folding/gluing at 10,000
an hour. “Remember, while
finishing may be the last thing
you do, it’s the first thing your
customer sees.”

744 Nina Way		
Warminster PA 18974 USA
		 267-288-0282
jkinniry@mollbrothers.com
www.mollbrothers.com

Booth 841
950 S. Chester Ave., Suite B2
Delran, NJ 08075 USA
609-781-4571
chris.calomino@altana.com
www.actega.com

ACTEGA North America
services the digital technology
market with a complete line of
UV and water based overprint
varnishes and water based
primers for both inline and
offline applications.
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Delta ModTech
Booth 925
11501 Eagle Street NW
Minneapolis, MN 55448 USA
763-755-7744
delta@deltamodtech.com
www.deltamodtech.com

Delta ModTech® offers innovative web converting, finishing,
packaging and coating equipment for a variety of industries
including medical, pharmaceutical, tag & label, security, RFID
and electronics. The Spectrum®
finishing system features
tight tolerance semi-rotary
die-cutting, high-speed output
and on-the-fly changeovers.
Additional processes may include laser die-cutting, precise
placement, over and/or under
lamination, foil embossing/
stamping, slitting, scoring
and more. Delta ModTech is
dedicated to providing precise,
flexible and innovative manufacturing solutions worldwide.

Fotoba/Colex Cutters
Booth 1109
55-57 Bushes Lane		
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407 USA
201-265-5670
sales@colex.com
www.colex.com

Colex is the exclusive distributor for Fotoba X/Y cutter in
North America offering models
from 42” to 130” wide Automating with Fotoba cutters will
increase productivity and eliminate delivery delays caused by
manual cutting and trimming.
The Colex/Fotoba partnership
offers the industry’s most
extensive line of precision cutting equipment together with
premier service. Visit Booth
#1109 for a demo.

Horizon International Inc.
Booth 420
510 Kuze Ooyabu-cho, Minami-ku		
Kyoto, 601-8206 Japan
+81-75-934-6700
web4@hi.horizon.co.jp
www.horizon.co.jp/global.html

Horizon was founded over
65 years ago in Kyoto, Japan.
Today, Horizon operates a
world-class facility producing
products for the five major
print finishing operations; folding, collating, binding, stitching,
and cutting. Over 550 Horizon
employees are dedicated to
the design and manufacture
of top-quality, highly-reliable
finishing products.

Imaging Solutions AG
Booth 935
Althardstrasse 70
Sales & Marketing Department
8105 Regensdorf
Zurich, Switzerland
+41 44 843 55 31
info@imagingsolutions.ch
www.imagingsolutions.com

Imaging Solutions AG (ISAG)
is a Swiss supplier of production systems for extraordinary
photo products, such as wonderful wedding photo albums,
designed photo calendars,
trendy booklets, panoramic lay
flat photobooks, stylish posters
and greeting cards or mounted
canvas prints for brilliant wall
decoration. ISAG also supplies
production optimizing software
for image enhancement.
Worldwide leading professionals
and labs from the photo and
printing industy rely on our
innovative technology and
appreciate ISAG as competent
business partner.

Infigo Software
Booth 113
Suite 2, Belgrave House
Station Way
Crawley, West Sussex
+44 (0) 845 658 6469
sales@infigosoftware.com
www.infigosoftware.com

Infigo Software provides
technology to help businesses
across a wide variety of verticals to grow and evolve. It’s a
market leader in e-commerce,
personalized print and marketing engagement solutions designed to deliver competitive
advantage to clients. Infigo’s
intuitive cloud based software
provides beautiful storefronts,
workflow efficiencies, new
revenue opportunities, and
brand engagement solutions
that stand out from the competition. Its Catfish platform
delivers unrivaled flexibility and
a great user experience. From
printers, packaging and label
suppliers to retail, real estate,
educational facilities, and
more, Infigo has seen its client
base grow rapidly since launch
in 2010.
Infigo prides itself on being
innovative and customer
centric, working with clients to
meet their business objectives.
In addition to its exceptional
products, Infigo recently acquired a digital marketing arm,
Netkandi, to offer an end to
end product and service package that gets clients’ products
to market and customers to
their door.

International
Paper Company
Booth 1219

MBM Corporation
Booth 112

6400 Poplar Ave		
Memphis, TN 38197 USA
901 419-1900
karin.king@ipaper.com
www.internationalpaper.com

3134 Industry Drive
North Charleston, SC 29418 USA
800-223-2508
carrieh@mbmcorp.com
www.mbmcorp.com

International Paper (NYSE: IP)
is a leading global producer
of renewable fiber-based
packaging, pulp and paper
products with manufacturing
operations in North America,
Latin America, Europe, North
Africa, Asia and Russia. We
produce packaging products
that enable world-wide commerce; pulp for diapers, tissue
and other personal hygiene
products; papers that drive
communication; paper bags
that carry groceries; and paper
cups and food containers. We
are headquartered in Memphis,
Tenn., and employ roughly
55,000 colleagues located in
more than 24 countries.
Net sales for 2015 were $22
billion. For more information
about International Paper,
our products and global
citizenship efforts, please visit
internationalpaper.com.

MBM Corporation provides
innovative finishing products to
meet the demands of today’s
digital and offset print finishing
industries. Our extensive product line includes world-class
Triumph cutters & trimmers,
Aerocut digital finishing
systems, folders, creasers,
collators, bookletmakers, air
purifiers, and more. All MBM
products are backed by a team
of factory-trained technicians,
customer support specialists
and one of the best warranty
packages in the industry.

LexJet
Booth 806
1605 Main Street, Suite 400,
Sarasota, FL USA
800-453-9538
sales@lexjet.com
www.lexjet.com

LexJet brings its extensive
background and expertise in
the wide-format inkjet printing
market to HP Indigo users.
With outstanding logistics and
shipping power, LexJet provides direct sales and personal
support of Michelman primers,
custom Levia Digital coatings,
and over print varnishes.

Mohawk
Booth 901		
465 Saratoga Street		
Cohoes, NY 12047 USA
800-843-6455
InsideSales@mohawkpaper.com
www.mohawkconnects.com

Mohawk fine papers and envelopes include the signature
brands Mohawk Superfine®
and Strathmore®, as well as
proprietary treatments Inxwell®
and i-Tone®. With a culture of
innovation, Mohawk’s business
model extends beyond paper
manufacturing into new areas
of growth, including specialty
digital substrates and wide format ink jet materials. Mohawk
remains committed to an 85
year heritage of bringing the
most innovative and beautiful
materials to the design and
print communities.			

Michelman
Booth 1012
9080 Shell Road		
Cincinnati, OH 45236 USA
513-793-7766
info@michelman.com
www.michelman.com

Michelman is a developer and
manufacturer of HP-recommended digital press primers
and overprint varnishes. Popular brands including DigiPrime®
and DigiGuard® help press
owners produce the best possible digitally printed output by
improving ink receptivity and
durability, and protecting the
appearance of printed material
on a variety of paper and synthetic substrates.

Motion Cutter by
themediahouse GmbH
Booth 1040
Kanalstr. 14
Muehlacker, 75417
Germany
+49 7041 8800
welcome@motioncutter.com
www.motioncutter.com

themediahouse has a 20 year
reputation for innovation and
excellence. We have invented
and developed the motioncutter™ digital high speed laser
system which can be used
in-line for cutting, engraving,
creasing and personalizing
sheets for packaging, labels
and direct mail. The dawn of
personalized digital finishing
arrives with the motioncutter™.
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Nobelus
Neenah
200
3460 Preston Ridge Rd, Suite 600
Alpharetta GA 30005 USA
800-558-5061
greg.maze@neenah.com
www.neenahpaper.com

Explore unmatched selections
of textured, colored, and specialty digital papers. The Neenah Digital portfolio includes 22
brands, 19 unique textures, 55
colors, and countless options
for short-run solutions in print
and packaging. Neenah offers
paper-based solutions for wide
format printing including the
ability to manufacture custom
solutions. Neenah is a member
of the HP Indigo Preferred Media Partner Program signifying
a commitment to support the
premium substrate needs of the
HP Indigo printer community.

Booth 300

Booth 101

900 Dutch Valley Dr.,
Knoxville, TN USA
800-895-2747
sales@nobelus.com
nobelus.com

1 Maltese Drive		
Totowa, NJ 07512 USA
800-631-3572
sales@spiralbinding.com
www.spiralbinding.com

Nobelus™ is a global provider
of thermal films, foils, laminates and equipment, working
with HP Indigo® on many
fronts. Designed for Brand Enhancement and Special Effects
across many HP platforms, we
serve the GCP general print
market, the Photo Production
segment, Folding Cartons &
Packaging, and Label/Flexible
Packaging segments. Applications include variable-data foil
Sleeking without dies, tactile
label & print films, SHR™ Photo
production, LuxeFilms® laminating films, and Komfi®
& GMP® equipment.

Spiral is a leading manufacturer and worldwide distributor
of a diverse line of production
print finishing products and
services. Spiral maintains a
highly qualified team of professionals to provide solutions
to match any area of need
for equipment and supplies
in binding, laminating, paper
handling, photo finishing, and
custom imprinting services.
Spiral is also the exclusive
manufacturer for the Pinchbook™ photobook for North
America, licensed through
Hewlett Packard (HP).

Nobelus™ leads confidently
as a film innovation company,
and long-time channel partner
with HP. Clients worldwide
have relied on our service, support, and ideas for a quarter of
a century.

Sappi North America
Booth 1006
255 State Street, 4th Floor
Boston, MA 02109 USA
800-882-4332
WebQueriesNA@sappi.com
www.sappi.com

Sappi North America converts
wood fiber into superior paper
products that customers
demand. Our success is driven
by customer relationships,
best-in-class people and advantaged assets, products and
services. Our Coated Printing
Papers—McCoy, Opus and
Flo—are the key platform for
premium magazines, catalogs,
books and high-end print
advertising.
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Spiral

Taopix
Booth 104
The Greenhouse
Meadowfield
Ponteland, United Kingdom
845-017-8660
harrietd@taopix.com
www.taopix.com

Taopix is a white-label
software platform that helps
businesses sell photobooks,
calendars and other photo
gifts through any device via
web and desktop applications.
Taopix offers a suite of five applications that gives businesses the tools to manage every
aspect of the process from
product design to eCommerce
and print production.
			

Tecnau
Booth 941		

Standard Finishing
Systems
Booth 542
10 Connector Road		
Andover, MA 01810 USA
978-479-1920
marketing@sdmc.com
www.standardfinishing.com

Standard Finishing Systems
brings the power of automation to feeding and finishing
with Horizon folders, die cutters, perfect binders, trimmers,
slitters/creasers, bookletmakers, and saddlestitchers, many
equipped with HP’s “Direct2Finish” workflow automation;
and Hunkeler unwinders,
rewinders, dynamic perforators, single and double cutters,
plow-folders, and web inspection systems for HP PageWide
roll-fed inkjet presses. The
Horizon SmartStacker also
intelligently converts B2-size
sheets from the HP Indigo
10000/12000 Digital Press
into up-to 28 individual
cut sheets.

4 Suburban Park Drive
Billerica, MA 01821 USA
978-608-0500
info.us@tecnau.com
www.tecnau.com

Tecnau offers a wealth of engineering expertise and range of
products unmatched in digital
print finishing, supporting
graphic arts, direct mail, and
transactional applications.
With an extensive line of
feeding, cutting, and perforating systems for continuous
and cut-sheet digital printers,
we have solutions for every
digital print application. Our
products increase productivity,
cut labor and paper costs, and
even make new applications
possible – Tecnau solutions
truly empower digital print,
helping you do more with less.
		

		
		

Tekra
A Division of EIS, Inc.
Booth 707
16700 West Lincoln Avenue		
New Berlin, WI 53151 USA
800-448-3572
orderscentral@tekra.com
www.tekra.com

As an HP Indigo Preferred
Partner, Tekra offers a complete portfolio of plastic film
substrates for digital printing.
Dura-Go®, for HP Indigo Presses
is a full line of optimized synthetic films including polyester,
polycarbonate, rigid vinyl, label
stocks and more. Tekra also
manufactures and distributes
a wide variety of inkjet films
including JetView™ polyester
and polycarbonate films and
3M Commercial Solutions for
solvent, UV and latex inkjet
printers. Free samples are
always available.

THERM-O-TYPE
Corporation

Verso Corporation

Booth 1019

8540 nGander Creek Drive		
Miamisburg, OH 45342 USA
888-557-3392
dennis.essary@versoco.com
versoco.com
“

509 Church St.		
Nokomis, FL 34275 USA
941-488-0123
sales@thermotype.com
www.thermotype.com

THERM-O-TYPE digital finishing equipment technologies
include; Zip series cutter/slitter/
creasers, right angle slitters,
rotary die cutter, and three NSF
platen press models.
NSF platen presses can be used
to flat foil stamp, blind and foil
emboss, and die cut/score/
perforate. Inline die cut waste
stripping attachments are
available for NSF Elite and Excel
presses.
THERM-O-TYPE also produces traditional foil fusing and
HSFF (high speed foil fusing)
equipment and, sells fusing foils
and films.
Additional info at:
www.thermotype.com

Tharstern
Booth 212
125 Town Park Drive, Suite 300
Kennesaw, GA 30144
844-320-4289
hello@tharstern.com
www.tharstern.com

Tharstern are a market leading
software company providing
Management Information Systems to the printing, packaging
and label industries. Their MIS
is a fully integrated and modular Management Information
System that can be configured
to the requirements of each
business. The solution supports
all the major disciplines of print
including wide format, digital,
packaging and label. It has been
installed in over 700 companies
throughout the world.

Booth 907

Verso Corporation is the turn-to
company for those looking
to successfully navigate the
complexities of paper sourcing
and performance. The leading
North American producer of
printing and specialty papers
and pulp, Verso provides insightful solutions that help drive
improved customer efficiency,
productivity, brand awareness
and business results.
Verso has been a leader in
manufacturing digital papers
since digital printing technology first emerged, offering
specialized expertise, dedicated
production capacity and one
of the broadest offerings of
digital-specific products in the
industry. Verso also produces a
specialized line of digital papers
for production inkjet presses
which optimizes quality and is
designed to deliver significant
savings in ink cost.

ZUND
Booth 1009
5068 W. Ashland Way		
Franklin, WI 53132 USA
414-433-0700
infous@zund.com
www.zund.com

Zünd manufactures several lines
of digital cutting systems for
graphics & packaging applications: The G3/S3 and recently
added D3 with dual beams
are highly adaptable digital
finishing solutions for custom
to high-volume production
environments. They can handle
a wide range of rigid and/
or flexible substrates up to 2”
(with extended beam height up
to 4”) thick and 10’ wide. Zünd
Cut Center, Zünd’s complete,
easily integratable digital workflow, ensures simple, efficient
operation and unsurpassed
productivity.

Please stop by to learn more
about Verso’s entire product
portfolio, including digital,
sheetfed and web papers or
visit us at versoco.com.”		
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Ashland
Booth 1102
5200 Blazer Parkway
Dublin, Ohio 43017 USA
614-790-3333
CMHeckman@ashland.com
ashland.com

We at Ashland are passionate,
tenacious, solvers who thrive on
developing practical, innovative, and elegant solutions to
complex problems in laminating adhesives and coatings.
Our people bring exceptional
product knowledge, technical
support and industry insights to
help customers amplify the efficacy, refine the usability, add to
the allure, ensure the integrity,
and improve the profitability of
their products and applications.

Booth 1200
50 Pointe Drive
Brea, CA 92821 USA
717-674-8500
jjett@avery.com
www.avery.com

AveryPRO™ is a line of digital
printing solutions from Avery
Products Corporation, featuring
professional-grade, pressure-sensitive substrates, free
Press-Align™ design templates
and customizable marketing
materials.

AVT
Booth 930

Avanti
Booth 902
2550 Victoria Park, Suite 210
Toronto, Canada
416-445-1722
askavanti@avantisystems.com
www.avantisystems.com

At Avanti, our goal is to help
you deliver more jobs, in less
time, with the confidence in
knowing that every aspect of
your shop is integrated into one
powerful Print MIS platform.
Since 1984, Avanti has developed innovative, award-winning
Print MIS solutions that help
print and communication organizations automate all facets
of their business and cultivate
a more meaningful relationship
with their customer.

Catalina Graphic Films

Avery Products Corp

6 Hanagar Street
Hod Hasharon Israel
+97297614444
info@AVT-Inc.com
www.avt-inc.com

AVT is the global leader in print
process control, quality assurance, and press control for the
packaging, labels, and commercial print industries. Backed by
state-of-the-art technology and
field-proven solutions, more
than 7,000 AVT systems are installed at customer sites worldwide. AVT is headquartered in
Hod-Hasharon, Israel with sales,
marketing, and support offices
in the United States, Europe
and China. For more information, visit www.avt-inc.com.

Book Automation
Booth 642
458 Danbury Road, Unit B10		
New Milford, CT 06776 USA
800-429-6305
info@bookautomation.com
www.bookautomation.com

27001 Agoura Rd Suite # 100
Calabasas Hills, CA 91301 USA
(818) 880-8060
sales@catalinagraphicfilms.com
www.catalinagraphicfilms.com

Catalina Graphic Films is a manufacturer of pressure sensitive
materials, and our HP Indigo
substrates offer the perfect
compatible solution for this
revolutionary digital printing
technology. Our media supports
a broad range of outdoor and
indoor application usage.
Our standard sheets sizes:
12” x 18” and 13” x 19”, and we
can offer HP10000 sheets.
Custom back splitting is
available upon request.

Book Automation is the U.S.
and Canada Sales and Service
division of Meccanotecnica, the
world leader manufacturer of
automatic book sewing machines and lines. The Group is
providing digital print finishing
solutions since the late 90’s, of
which we are now marketing
the new generations, the
Universe Sewing, automatic
folding and sewing unit, and
Inline, multifunctional book
finishing line.			

				

Brotech Graphics Co. Ltd.
Booth 1029
1st- 2nd Floor, 8th Building,
Tongfuyu Industrial Park
Yonghe Road,
Fuyong Town, Baoan District
Shenzhen City, China
+86-755-29549040-806
vivihu@bro-tech.net
www.bro-tech.net

With many years technical and
market development, Brotech
Co., Ltd has become the market
leader in the section of label finishing & converting, and quality
inspection in Asia for narrow
web printing market, with innovative fully modular designed
unit, label printers are able of
designing their own systems
for finishing and converting
applications! Brotech’s systems
are designed not only for normal
pressure sensitive labels, but
also for EAS, RFID, IML, tickets
and tags, and new solutions for
booklet labels. Brotech’s BVT
is quality inspection system for
sheet fed labels and folding
carton boxes.
Brotech has become one of the
leading digital finishing system
suppliers in the world, develped
full line of digital finishing
systems which are dedicated for
digitally printed labels.
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Booth 1104

CERM
Booth 1228
Siemenslaan 17		
Oostkamp, Bruges, Belgium
+32 50 83 38 83
info@cerm.be
www.cerm.be

Cerm offers robust and modular
end-t-end business automation
solutions designed to inspire
collaboration for the narrow
web printing industry.
The Cerm solution includes
modules to support each step
in the workflow to gain efficiency and improve profitability.”

Charter NEX Films
Booth 1001
1264 E High St.
Milton, WI 53563 USA
877-411-3456
cnexinfo@charternex.com
www.charternex.com

Charter NEX Films is North
America’s leading independent
producer of high-performance,
specialty films used in flexible
packaging and other critical
performance applications. With
both blown and cast film capabilities, our products are ideal
for food, consumer, medical
and protective applications.
Our engineered solutions
include monolayer, coextruded,
and barrier films that deliver
exceptional finished quality
with improved productivity.

Convertible Solutions
Booth 1025
3500 Snyder Ave
Sedalia, MO 65301 USA
866-832-0217
info@convertiblesolutions.com
www.convertiblesolutions.com

Convertible Solutions is a
manufacturer and supplier
of premium papers for the
Digital Print industry, providing
pre-converted solutions for layflat booklets and brochures,
mailing pieces, and ultra-thick
cards. Coatings and Adhesives
Corporation
			

Derprosa
Specialty Films USA

Domtar
Booth 1000
100 Kingsley Park Drive
Fort Mill, SC 29715 USA
803-802-7500
luann.debolt@domtar.com
www.domtar.com

Domtar, the uncoated
freesheet market leader, offers
a full line of reliable digital
uncoated and inkjet treated
products to showcase your
print capabilities in exquisite
detail. Your designs will come
to life on any of our branded
digital and inkjet products –
Cougar® Digital Color Copy,
Cougar® Digital, CougarJET™,
Lynx®Digital, LynxJET™, Husky®
Digital, and HuskyJET™.

ef cooling US Inc.
Booth 1226
2280 N. Hix Road		
Westland, MI 48185 USA
734-331-9091
g.wilson@efcooling.us
www.efcooling.us

ef cooling manufactures
chillers and cooling solutions
for digital printing, including
the HP Indigo Series 3 and Series 4 digital presses. Chillers
are designed in conjunction
with and certified for use by HP
Indigo. Designed for superior
energy efficiency, small footprint, indoor/outdoor capability
and reliability. In stock for
immediate delivery, including
spare parts and factory-direct
service & support.

Booth 742

Coatings & Adhesives
Corporation
Booth 1225
1901 Popular St. NE
P.O. Box 1080
Leland, NC 28451 USA
910-371-3184
joechiaramonte@cacoatings.com
www.cacoatings.com

Coatings and Adhesives Corporation supplies Waterbased,
and Energy Curable coatings
including UV, EB, HUV and
LED coatings in multiple gloss
finishes. High adhesion high
abrasion resistance, flexible
and low migration/low odor
products and waterbase
coatings for direct food
applications. We also custom
formulate to create dramatic
effects. To learn more visit us
at www.cacoatings.com.

500 Creek View Rd, Suite 301		
Newark, DE 19711 USA
302-326-5711
maria.collado@ti-films.com
www.derprosa.com

With more than 28 years of
experience, Derprosa is the
Graphic Arts brand of the BoPP
worldwide leader Taghleef
Industries. The Group is specialized in the development,
manufacture and marketing of
bi-axially oriented polypropylene film for Graphic Arts, Food
packaging, Labels and other
industrial products. Derprosa
Specialty Films USA is the
branch of the group in USA
since 2013.

DuPont™ Tyvek®
Booth 1220
5401 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond, VA 23220 USA
804-383-4088
Tyvek.inside-sales@dupont.com
www.graphics.dupont.com

Founded in 1802, DuPont
offers a wide range of innovative products and services
including DuPont™ Tyvek®.
Stronger than paper and more
versatile than synthetic films,
DuPont™ Tyvek® Graphics
delivers a unique combination
of lightweight strength and
excellent print quality. Plus it’s
recyclable. It’s a truly innovative material that can inspire
better, smarter solutions for
your business.

EMT International
Booth 203
780 Centerline Drive		
Hobart, WI 54155 USA
920-468-5475
info@emtinternational.com
www.emtinternational.com

At EMT International, our reputation was built by designing
and manufacturing high quality
equipment for the printing,
converting and packaging
markets. EMT’s product line
continues to grow as does
our capability to handle
higher speeds and wider web
requirements. Our product line
of dynamic perforators (in-line
and cross), punching, sheeting
(straight and chip-out), slit/
merge, stacker/batcher, diecut, coaters and winders can
handle speeds up to 1,000 fpm
and 42” web widths.
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Enfocus
Booth 1202
Kortrijksesteenweg 1095		
Ghent, 9051
Belgium
+32 (0) 9 216 98 01
info@enfocus.com
www.enfocus.com

Enfocus provides innovative,
modular and affordable
solutions through award
winning brands.
Connect ALL extends automation to the customer’s
desktop while PitStop Server
safeguards job quality and
Switch enhances productivity
and predictability through
automation of routine tasks. By
seamlessly integrating with HP
SmartStream Solutions, digital
print production and printing
jobs in EPM is fully automatic.
Enfocus is a business unit
of Esko.
			

Felix Schoeller
Digital Media
Booth 108
Burg Gretesch
PO Box 36 67, 49086,
Osnabrueck, Germany
+49 (541) 3800 208
AHoffmann@Felix-Schoeller.com
www.Felix-Schoeller.com

BEST PERFORMING PAPERS.
WORLDWIDE. - this is what the
German Felix Schoeller Group
for over 120 years stands for.
Felix Schoeller Digital Media
- one of its 5 Business Units –
offers premium products for
all relevant printing systems,
different customer groups and
diverse application segments.
Focus at Dscoop Phoenix is
the high-quality media for
HP Indigo presses, especially
E-Canvas® and E-PHOTO® with
its outstanding surfaces.
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Iggesund Paperboard
Harris & Bruno
International
Booth 1035		
8555 Washington Blvd.		
Roseville, CA 95678 USA
916-781-7676
sales@harris-bruno.com
www.harris-bruno.com

Harris & Bruno International
invites DSCOOP attendees
to visit Booth 1035 to see
high-quality coating samples
produced by the ExcelCoat
series of offline/inline coaters
for UV & AQ.			
		

Hybrid Software, Inc.
Booth 1103
1709 Langhorne Newtown Rd
Suite 6
Langhorne, PA 19047 USA
215-550-6243
info@hybridsoftware.com
www.hybridsoftware.com

Booth 1105
1050 Wall Street West,
Suite 640
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071 USA
201-804-9977
neal.haussel@iggesund.com
iggesund.com

Iggesund Paperboard is a
manufacturer of high end
heavyweight substrates which
provide a superior printing surface for high resolution graphic
reproduction. Typical end use
applications include folding
cartons/packaging,greetings
cards, store signage, hang tags,
folders and direct mail.

Label Traxx
Booth 1037
10437 Innovation Dr. Ste 229		
Milwaukee, WI 53226 USA
414-774-9997
info@labeltraxx.com
www.LabelTraxx.com

Label Traxx is a management
information system designed
for the labels and packaging industry with 15 modules encompassing everything you need to
run a modern print operation
from estimating and customer
management to sophisticated
planning and scheduling tools,
fully integrated accounting as
well as connectivity with key
industry suppliers

Kompac
Technologies, LLC
Booth 100
7 Commerce Street		
Somerville, NJ, 08876 USA
908-534-8411
a.archambault@kompactech.com
www.kompactech.com

HYBRID Software is a global
Kompac is the leading global
software development
manufacturer and supplier of
company focused on innoan extensive line of products
vative productivity tools for
to satisfy the needs of the
the packaging graphic arts
graphic arts industry for more
industry. HYBRID Software’s
than 36 years! The Kompac UV/
CLOUDFLOW workflow,
Aqueous Coating and Priming
PACKZ editor and integration
Systems are the perfect match
products offer a unique set of
for HP Indigo Customers. Komadvantages that include native
pac’s in-line/offline, web or
PDF workflows, vendor-indesheet-fed coaters can optimize
pendent solutions based on
substrates as well as provide
industry standards, scalable
spot coat and/or top coat
technology and low cost of
protection after print.		
ownership. These products are
used by hundreds of customers
worldwide in all areas of prepress and print, including labels
and packaging, folding cartons,
corrugated, wide format and
digital printing.			
				

LAUDA-Brinkmann, LP
Booth 540
1819 Underwood Blvd		
Delran, NJ 08075 USA
856-764-7300
info@lauda-brinkmann.com
www.lauda-brinkmann.com

LAUDA is the leading manufacturer of temperature control
equipment and systems, used
in a broad range applications,
and has been the chiller supplier of choice for HP Indigo
Presses for a decade.

LOCR GMBH
Booth 1222
Bueltenweg 73		
Braunschweig, 38106 Germany
4.95315E+12
t.schnettler@locr.com
www.locr.com

When location matters, locr
has the solution. locr is the
leading provider of personalized maps and geomarketing
services. Our integration with
HP leverages the variable data
capability of PrintOS Composer, giving you a fast, easy way
to add personalized variable
maps with enhanced geodata to the printed marketing
materials and publications you
create for your clients.

MarcomCentral		
Booth 1101
201 Lomas Santa Fe Drive, Ste. 300
Solana Beach, CA 92075, USA
800-220-1727
inquiries@marcom.com
www.marcom.com

MarcomCentral®, formerly PTI
Marketing Technologies®, is a
leading provider of print and
marketing software solutions. Core products include:
MarcomCentral Web-to-Print,
a cloud-based Marketing Asset
Management solution producing web-based corporate
marketing portals for brand
management, asset distribution, and customized marketing materials, and FusionPro®
VDP, scalable variable data
publishing software that generates personalized marketing
campaigns, automated VDP
workflows, and custom web
solutions.

Nortec Humidity
Booth 1100		
2700 90th Street		
Sturtevant, WI 53177, USA
866-667-8321
nortec@humidity.com
www.humidity.com

Nortec Humidity is a worldwide, ISO certified, organization. For over 40 years Nortec
has been the leading manufacturer of commercial/industrial
humidification and evaporative
cooling. We offer a complete
range of solutions meeting
your environmental needs.
Establishing proper humidification levels can minimize
problems cause by ESD while
improving product quality. To
learn more, visit with a Nortec
representative at Booth 1100.		
		

PressWise by SmartSoft
Booth 201
29229 Canwood Street, Suite 110		
Agoura, CA 91301-1503, USA
818-707-9300
AnnieW@smartsoftusa.com
www.presswise.com

PressWise is an end-to-end
SaaS-based MIS and Print
Workflow Automation solution
that comes complete with robust features such as unlimited
web storefronts, estimating,
quoting, order processing,
workflow management,
complete shipping integration,
fulfillment and the ability to
integrate with most other third
party storefronts (including
PTI, Pressero, PrintNow, PixFizz, PageDNA, RedTie, Prisme
and more) and existing backend accounting systems.

Booth 1204

Booth 1003
4200 boul. St. Laurent, Suite 802
Montreal, Canada
877-799-2547
sales@mediaclip.ca
www.mediaclip.ca

Mediaclip™ is a leading provider of white-label solutions
allowing you to offer the
customization of any product.
Our delightful user experience
is designed to work on any
devices and can be integrated
with your choice of e-Commerce platform, allowing you
to benefit from a wide range of
revenue generating features.		

Booth 1230
4690 Industry Drive		
Fairfield, OH 45014 USA
513-489-7393
office@schoberusa.com
www.schoberusa.com

Schober specializes in the
development, design and
manufacturing of rotary
tools, modules and specialty
machines in film, foil, packaging, non-wovens and paper
converting industries. This
technically superior equipment
is sold in more than 100 coun
tries worldwide.

SpencerMetrics
Booth 1224

Pageflex, Inc.
Mediaclip Inc

Schober USA

200 Nickerson Road, Suite 150
Marlborough, MA 01752 USA
617-520-8400
sbarry@pageflex.com
www.pageflex.com

RotoMetrics
Booth 1027
800 Howerton Lane		
Eureka, MO 63025 USA
636-587-3600
sales@rotometrics.com
www.rotometrics.com

Pageflex offers a powerful suite
of products, including web-toprint and variable data tools,
Headquartered in St. Louis,
to equip print & marketing
Missouri, with facilities on 5
service providers with solutions continents, RotoMetrics is the
to increase the value provided
worldwide leader in precision
to your clients. From customizrotary tooling for the printing
able storefronts and document
and converting industries,
composition to multi-channel
enabling efficient conversions
campaign creation, Pageflex
of substrates into individuuniquely positions you to
al labels and parts through
transition from vendor to a
customized cutting solutions,
regarded solutions partner.
to help customers and partners
Expand your possibilities
“Unlock the Power of Preciwith Pageflex.			
sion”. Contact RotoMetrics’
				
World Headquarters (toll free
at +1 800 325 3851) or visit
us online.

3 Giffard Way		
Melville, NY 11747 USA
631-367-6655
SpencerMetrics@spencer.com
www.spencermetrics.com

The SpencerMetrics CONNECT
system captures and analyzes
digital pressroom data – real-time machine data enhanced
with shop floor knowledge –
producing actionable information to maximize productivity
and reduce downtime cost.
Instantaneous cloud-based
analyses provide operational
insight into multi-vendor production presses and intelligent
finishing equipment. SpencerMetrics CONNECT provides pressroom productivity
optimization – manage people,
process, and press. Reduce
operating cost.
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Technotrans
Booth 644
1441 E Business Center Drive
Mount Prospect, IL 60056 USA
847-275-1689
tcarbery@technotrans.com
www.technotrans.com

Technotrans has developed
the Omega line of chillers to
service the digital marketplace.
The Omega chiller is the
cooling technology needed
for a stable and efficient
production process.
Features of the Omega are:
• User friendly design
• High control accuracy
• Energy efficient design
• Temperature/heating using
heat pump principle
• Wide voltage variations
including UL based
• Cooling capacity
4kW to 300kW
• Flow rate 15 to 500 l/min

Ultimate
Technographics
Booth 110		
300 Leo Pariseau, Suite 2120
Montreal, Canada
514-938-9050
sophie@imposition.com
www.imposition.com

Ultimate TechnoGraphics
automates the manual tasks in
prepress and finishing with cutting edge software. Ultimate’s
Impostrip® is a powerful automated dynamic and agile imposition software for cut-sheet
and web. Connect Impostrip
to your MIS or W2P system,
and empower your prepress
and postpress operations and
increase your productivity.

Universal Engraving
Booth 1218

Tianjin Boyuan New
Materials Co., Ltd.
Booth 205
C1-AB-5F, No. 16 Rongyuan Road
Huayuan Industry
Development Area
Tianjin 300384, China
8.62284E+11
anna@boyuanmaterials.com
www.boyuanmaterials.com

Established in 1997,with our
own R&D team and three professional coating lines, Tianjin
Boyuan people are still focusing on all types of synthetic
materials for digital printing.
Now we are supplying several
kinds of HP Indigo certified
PVC, PET and other materials
to customers not only for card
making, but also for cermmerical printing markets.
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Wausau Coated
Products, Inc.

XMPie

Booth 1031

485 Lexington Avenue		
New York, NY 10017 USA
917-297-6153
judy.berlin@xmpie.com
www.xmpie.com

7801 Stewart Avenue,
Wausau, WI 54401 USA
715-848-2741
info@wausaucoated.com
www.wausaucoated.com

Wausau Coated Products is
a leading manufacturer of pressure sensitive roll and sheet
products. We offer a diverse
line of products to include
coated papers, film, specialty
items and flexible packaging
materials with and without
Indigo optimization. Serving
a variety of markets, Wausau
Coated is a one-stop resource
for premium quality stocked
products and custom engineered solutions.

Booth 640

XMPie®, A Xerox Company,
is the leading provider of
software solutions for variable
data printing (VDP), integrated
cross-media communications,
web-to-print and marketing
automation. XMPie enables
personalized communications
with multiple touchpoints
integrated across print and
online media channels, shown
to achieve higher response
rates and ROI. The XMPie
architecture uniquely employs
a modular approach in which
data and business rules are
synchronized, creating a truly
holistic customer experience.

WestRock
Booth 900

9090 Nieman Road
Overland Park, KS 66214 USA
913-541-0503
info@ueigroup.com
ueigroup.com

501 S. 5th Street		
Richmond, VA 23219 USA
804-363-6726
john.cherry@westrock.com
www.westrock.com/en/markets/
commercial-print

Universal Engraving, Inc will
exhibit their unparalleled line
of products for narrow web
hot stamping and embossing,
including: UniFlex®, Econofoil®
2mm, UniSphere® cylinders, flat
dies, and the quick set-up UniLock-Up® Die system. UEI will
also display its premiere line of
Cold and Hot stamping foils, as
well as, makeready products.		
		

WestRock Commercial Print is
the creator of Tango and Carolina SBS Coated Cover papers.
Tango and Carolina papers
are carefully crafted to deliver
superior print performance and
exceptional print quality on
digital, offset and wide format
printing equipment. Tango and
Carolina papers bring your
message to life and help you
deliver powerful results.

Yupo Corporation
America
Booth 1005
800 Yupo Court		
Chesapeake, VA 23320, USA
888-873-9876
info@yupo.com
www.yupousa.com

YUPO Synthetic Paper is a
100% recyclable, waterproof
and tree-free synthetic substrate. YUPO offers a range of
printable synthetic substrates
including repositionable no-adhesive papers, wide format
papers suitable for UV Inkjet
printing, and in-mold labels
for blow- or injection- molded
packaging. Offered in a range
of translucencies, weights and
sizes, YUPO® synthetic papers
offers durable superior print
performance. Compatible with
a variety of printing processes, the papers are ideal for
any print, packaging, label or
signage application.

Ruby

Jetcomm Ruby

Haiyaa
Technologies Inc.

Adphos
North America, Inc

Crown Van Gelder

Georgia-Pacific

MBO America

Booth 4		

Booth 20

Booth 18

Booth 1

Booth 17

3/1283 Shaan Xi Road North,
Suite 1305		
Shanghai, 200060 China
+86 21 22818086
edward@haiyaatech.com
www.haiyaatech.com

3490 North 127th Street
Brookfield, WI USA
262-790-9100
j.palazzolo@adphosna.com
www.adphos.com

Eendrachtsstraat 30
1951 AZ, Velsen-Noord
The Netherlands
+31 251 262 233
info@cvg.nl
www.cvg.nl

133 Peachtree Street NE,
33rd Floor
Atlanta, GA, 30303 USA
404-652-6844
JALAGERB@GAPAC.com
www.georgiapacificpaper.
com/roll-users.html

4 East Stow Road, Suite 12
Marlton, NJ 08053 USA
609-267-2900
sales@mboamerica.com
www.mboamerica.com

Haiyaa is a world leading
VDP software developer
since 2003. Overall we
provide two things:
1) VDP software which is
widely used by HP Indigo
web press users.
2) We provide solutions for
the markets, such as security and personalized L&P, ID
card, garment tag, certificate, ticket and coupon.

Silicon Publishing, Inc.
Booth 3
100 Pine Street, Suite 1250
San Francisco, CA 94111 USA
925-935-3899
maxdunn@siliconpublishing.com

siliconpublishing.com
Founded in 2000, Silicon
Publishing boasts several
former Adobe engineers
who helped create the
core InDesign product and
its key technologies. Their
expertise enhances Silicon
Publishing’s position as the
acknowledged world leader
in Web-to-Print products
and solutions, Creative
Cloud extensibility and
Database Publishing.

Adphos is a global
company that designs,
manufactures, markets
and supports inkjet drying
solutions for HP and
other inkjet presses as
well as drying and curing
solutions for pre and post
coaters and other applications within the graphic
arts industry. AdphosNIR
technology provides
quantum leaps forward
in speed, print quality,
durability and productivity
for our global customers
and partners.

Appleton Coated
Booth 16
540 Prospect Street		
Combined Locks, WI 54113 USA
888-488-6742
marketing@appletoncoated.com
www.appletoncoated.com

Appleton Coated —
Leader in paper solutions
for high-speed inkjet in
North America. Superior
image quality, dependable
performance, and the
broadest product offering.
We offer press-proven
coated (Utopia) and uncoated (Ethos) papers for
many inkjet platforms
with ColorPRO, DyeBased, or Pigment-Based
technologies. Please
contact Amy Ambos
at 920-968-3855 or
aambos@appletoncoated.
com for more details.

Dutch specialty inkjet
paper mill — Crown Van
Gelder — is known globally by printers and publishers for quality paper
and outstanding technological know-how. The mill
partners with JP Gould
for logistics and sales
support throughout North
America. The companies
work closely together in
delivering and supporting
your inkjet solutions.

Epic Products Int’l
Booth 19
2801 E. Randol Mill Road
Arlington, TX 76011 USA
817-640-3037
sales@epicproducts.com
epicproudcts.com

Epic Products International engineers and manufactures coating systems for
digital print.
Epic’s CT-750 handles
a B2 sheet, applies UV,
aqueous and specialty
coatings (soft touch or
blister) and can spot or
flood coat.
Epic’s WebCoat, for all
HP’s PageWide Web
presses, runs at press
speed either in-line or
near-line and applies
UV or aqueous coatings
either simplex or duplex
at press speed.
Epic’s PrimeCoat applies
aqueous Priming Agent to
the web, enabling PageWide customers to print
on a broader range of
media, including standard
offset coated stocks.

Georgia-Pacific manufactures Spectrum® brand
paper to satisfy the needs
of many high-speed
web-fed inkjet imaging
applications. High volume
printers require trouble-free printing, uniform
quality and consistent
results. Georgia-Pacific
Spectrum® papers provide
substrate choices for a
variety of printing jobs
from publishing to graphic
communications to transactional statements and
business documents.

Manroland
Web Systems Inc.

MBO America celebrates
over 10,000 US installations as the leading postpress finishing solution
provider in the western
hemisphere. MBO America’s product portfolio
covers a broad array of
cutting edge, high-performance finishing solutions
for conventional, digital,
and hybrid print operations, and can fulfill
specialized needs upon
request. With its modular
approach to postpress
finishing, MBO provides
solutions for today while
allowing the flexibility
to adapt to new market
demands.

Booth 2
2150 Western Court		
Lisle, IL, 60532 USA
630-920-5850
info.us@manroland-web.com
www.manroland-web.com

Manroland web systems’
strategy is based on
groundbreaking technology, and a strong focus
on service. The company’s
100% customer focus provides the added value that
helps ensure customers’
success. Today, customers
worldwide are successfully
utilizing the book block
solution FormerLine, the
pin folder FoldLine for
digital inkjet publishing
products.
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Partner Listing by Segment
Direct Mail &
Trans Promo
ACTEGA North America
Adphos North America, Inc.
Appleton Coated
Avanti
Domtar
ef cooling US, Inc.
EMT International
Enfocus
Epic Products, Int’l
Georgia Pacific
Haiyaa Technologies Inc
HP Inc.
Infigo Software Limited
International Paper
Kompac Humidity
MindFire
Mondi
Motion Cutter by
themediahouse GmbH
Muller Martini North America
Pageflex
PressWise by SmartSoft
Rollem International
Sappi
Scodix
Silicon Publishing, Inc.
SpencerMetrics
Standard Finishing Systems
Tecnau
Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc.
Universal Engraving, Inc.
WestRock Commercial Print
XMPie

Finishing
A B Graphic International Inc.
acpo, ltd.
ACTEGA North America
Book Automation Meccanotecnica Group
Delta ModTech
Derprosa Specialty Films USA
Duplo USA Corp.
ef cooling US, Inc.
EMT International
Epic Products, Int’l Fotoba/
Colex Cutters
Harris & Bruno International
Horizon International Inc.
Kompac Technologies
LexJet
Manroland Web Systems
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MBM Corporation
Motion Cutter by
themediahouse GmbH
Muller Martini North America
Nobelus
Rollem International
RotoMetrics
Scodix
SpencerMetrics
Spiral
Standard Finishing Systems
Tecnau
THERM-O-TYPE Corporation
Universal Engraving, Inc.
Zund

Fulfillment & Mailing
Adphos North America, Inc.
Avanti
ef cooling US, Inc.
EMT International
Epic Products, Int’l Kompac
Technologies
Muller Martini North America
PressWise by SmartSoft
Rollem International
SpencerMetrics
Tecnau

General Commercial
ACTEGA North America
Adphos North America, Inc.
Appleton Coated
Avanti
Delta ModTech
Domtar
ef cooling US, Inc.
EMT International
Enfocus
Epic Products, Int’l
Georgia Pacific
HP Inc.
Infigo Software Limited
International Paper
Kompac Humidity
LAUDA-Brinkmann, LP
Mondi
Motion Cutter by
themediahouse GmbH
Nobelus
Nortec Humidity
PressWise by SmartSoft
Rollem International
Sappi

Scodix
Silicon Publishing, Inc.
SpencerMetrics
Standard Finishing Systems
technotrans group
Tecnau
Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc.
Tharstern
Therm-O-Type Corp.
Universal Engraving, Inc.
WestRock Commercial Print

General Solutions
A B Graphic International Inc.
ACTEGA North America
Adphos North America, Inc.
APS Imaging Solutions, Inc.
Convertible Solutions
Delta ModTech
Derprosa Specialty Films USA
Domtar
ef cooling US, Inc.
EMT International
Enfocus
Epic Products, Int’l
HP Inc.
Infigo Software Limited
Kompac Technologies
LAUDA-Brinkmann, LP
MBM Corporation
Nobelus
Nortec Humidity
Pageflex
PressWise by SmartSoft
RotoMetrics
Schober USA, Inc.
Silicon Publishing, Inc.
SpencerMetrics
technotrans group
Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc.
Tharstern
Motion Cutter by
themediahouse GmbH
WestRock Commercial Print

Media & Substrates
acpo, ltd.
Appleton Coated
Ashland
Avery Products Corporation
Catalina Graphic Films
Convertible Solutions
Domtar
DuPont™ Tyvek®

ef cooling US, Inc.
Felix Schoeller Digital Media
Georgia Pacific
GPA, Specialty
Substrate Solutions
Iggesund Paperboard
International Paper
LexJet
Michelman
Mohawk
Mondi
Neenah Paper
Sappi
Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc.
Tianjin Boyuan
New Materials Co., Ltd.
Verso Corporation
WestRock Commercial Print

Labels & Packaging
A B Graphic International Inc.
acpo, ltd.
ACTEGA North America
Ashland
Avery Products Corporation
Catalina Graphic Films
CERM
Charter NEX Films
Delta ModTech
Derprosa Specialty Films USA
Domtar
DuPont™ Tyvek®
ef cooling US, Inc.
EMT International
Enfocus
Epic Products, Int’l
Georgia Pacific
Haiyaa Technologies Inc
HP Inc.
Hybrid Software Inc.
Infigo Software Limited
Kompac Technologies
Label Traxx
LexJet
Michelman
Mohawk
Motion Cutter by
themediahouse GmbH
Neenah Paper
Nobelus
Rollem International
RotoMetrics
Schober USA, Inc.
Scodix

SpencerMetrics
Standard Finishing Systems
technotrans group
Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc.
Therm-O-Type Corp.
Universal Engraving, Inc.- UEI
Group Company
Wausau Coated Products
XMPie

HP Inc.
Hybrid Software Inc.
LexJet
Mohawk
Neenah Paper
SpencerMetrics
Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc.
WestRock Commercial Print

Pagewide Web Presses

Avanti
ef cooling US, Inc.
Enfocus
HP Inc.
Hybrid Software Inc.
Infigo Software Limited
Label Traxx
MarcomCentral
Motion Cutter by
themediahouse GmbH
Pageflex
PressWise by SmartSoft
Scodix
Silicon Publishing, Inc.
XMPie

Appleton Coated
ef cooling US, Inc.
Enfocus
Epic Products, Int’l
Georgia Pacific
HP Inc.
International Paper
Mondi
Muller Martini North America
SpencerMetrics
Tecnau
Tharstern

Publishing
A B Graphic International Inc.
ACTEGA North America
Appleton Coated
Domtar
ef cooling US, Inc.
EMT International
Enfocus
Epic Products, Int’l
Infigo Software Limited
International Paper
Mondi
Muller Martini North America
Pageflex
Sappi
Scodix
Silicon Publishing, Inc.
SpencerMetrics
Standard Finishing Systems
Tecnau

Sign & Display
(Large Format)
Avanti
Catalina Graphic Films
Derprosa Specialty Films USA
DuPont™ Tyvek®
ef cooling US, Inc.
Enfocus
Felix Schoeller Digital Media

Web Commerce/W2P

Workflow Management
A B Graphic International Inc.
Avanti
CERM
ef cooling US, Inc.
Enfocus
Horizon International Inc.
HP Inc.
Hybrid Software Inc.
Infigo Software Limited
manroland web systems
Muller Martini North America
Pageflex
PressWise by SmartSoft
Silicon Publishing, Inc.
SpencerMetrics
Standard Finishing Systems
Tharstern
Ultimate TechnoGraphics inc.
XMPie
Zünd

PACKAGING SIMPLIFIED

BRAND
LABEL & FLEXO
PACKAGING
SIGN &
DISPLAY

Packaging production has

the most effective packaging

never

with integrated software

been

under

this

much pressure. Esko helps

and

premedia houses, converters

for design and production.

hardware

solutions

and brands to easily get to

Esko: Packaging Simplified

Info.usa@esko.com
www.esko.com
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Get OFF the Revenue
Roller Coaster and WIN
$1,000!
Stop by MindFire Booth 305 or our Partner
Session on Wednesday, 3/1, at 2:00 pm
Room 224 AB!

Learn how to sell more print
and generate leads and
revenue, all year long...
and while you're
there, grab a
raffle ticket for a
chance to win

$1000
www.mindfireinc.com
Imagine
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Finishing 4.0

Meet the Future.
With Muller Martini’s Finishing 4.0
line-up, you can be producing offset, digital
and hybrid products. Seamlessly.
Presto II Digital
Saddle Stitcher

Sheet-fed offset. Web offset. Digital printing. Whatever your future
holds, Muller Martini engineers exceptional solutions that enable
digital connectivity through smart automation. What’s more, our
systems embrace an end-to-end workflow, from printing through
distribution, so that you can achieve greater efficiencies, optimum
production, and faster profits.
• Long or ultra-short runs, including books of one
• Maximum variability and flexibility of run sizes, product sizes
and content
• On-the-fly format changes without manual intervention
Introducing Connex. Complex workflows simplified.
Challenged by workflow bottlenecks brought on by digital print
production? Muller Martini’s Connex Workflow System software
provides a singular, powerful tool for tracking, monitoring, and
analyzing a job’s data and its variability throughout the entire production
process, from file to finished product. Compatible with all major print
engines.
Put the future of finishing to work for you today. Learn more about
Muller Martini’s highly automated print finishing systems by contacting

Vareo
Perfect Binder

1.888.2MULLER
Dscoop_FullPage_Ad.indd 1

your Solutions Advisor at 1.888.2MULLER

www.mullermartiniusa.com
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Phoenix
Convention Center
300 LEVEL
Imagine WonderLab (Hall A)
Friday 1:00

PM

– 5:00 PM

Imagine Technology Showcase
Thursday 10:45 AM – 8:30 PM
Friday 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM

200 LEVEL
Breakout Session Rooms

Jetcomm Sessions

100 LEVEL
North Ballroom
General Sessions
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Downtown Phoenix
LOCAL ATTRACTIONS
Take advantage of all that Phoenix has to offer by visiting
the top ten attractions, shopping at the local stores or
enjoying the sports and golf courses in the area.
Find out more in the mobile app or see www.visitphoenix.com.

E Taylor Street

Sheraton
Grand
Phoenix

E Polk Street

E Van Buren Street

Monroe Street

Phoenix
Convention
Center
North
Building

Symphony
Hall

5th Street

Phoenix
Convention
Center
West
Building

3rd Street

E Adams Street

2nd Street

N Central Avenue

Rennaisance

Grand
Hyatt

Arizona
Science
Center

Wasthington Street
Cityscape
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Take your business to the next level
HP has reinvented how
breakthrough productivity, superior
quality and unmatched versatility
come together so that you can
keep reinventing your applications
and increase your profitability.

HP Indigo 12000 Digital Press

HP Indigo 8000 Digital Press

HP Latex 3500 Printer

Visit HP booths #118 and #617 in the Imagine Technology Showcase
at Dscoop Phoenix to learn more about our products and services,
or visit hp.com/go/graphicarts
© 2017 HP Development Company, L.P.

HP PageWide Web Press T490 HD

